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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Spatial Community Energy, Cost and Carbon Characterization (SCEC3) model was developed from
2008 to 2012 by Natural Resources Canada’s CanmetENERGY and Vive le Monde Mapping in
collaboration with the City of Prince George. The SCEC3 model enables evaluation of the energy,
greenhouse gas and cost implications of specific actions related to energy use and supply in residential
buildings. The SCEC3 model was built to provide decision support for community level energy and
emission reduction planning initiatives in the City of Prince George BC.
This report explores the Integrated Community Energy Modelling and Mapping (ICEM) approach and its
contribution to the development of a consistent method for characterizing energy and emissions in the
building stock in communities. It presents final results of analysis of energy and emissions scenarios in
the residential housing stock developed in the 2008-2012 timeframe in support of Prince George’s
Official Community Plan (OCP). It describes the overall project approach, key datasets used, integrated
modelling and mapping methods developed and findings around the use of visualizations in community
energy and emissions planning processes. Results are discussed and recommendations made for
potential future research.
This research will be of interest to anyone developing and implementing energy conservation and GHG
emissions mitigation initiatives in buildings and communities including community energy managers and
planners, consultants, academics and students, utilities, professional associations and senior
government officials tasked with policy and program development.
Energy and emissions plans developed by Canadian communities in recent years contain visions that
broadly articulate objectives of climate change mitigation, energy security, economic development and
a higher quality of life. These plans have been assessed as strong in the areas of taking a comprehensive
planning approach, setting energy and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) targets and stakeholder consultation.
There is room for improvement however in moving from a laundry list of actions to a strategic action
plan approach and quantification and economic evaluation of actions (CEA, 2011). Rising energy use and
GHG emissions both in communities and nationally suggests that while conducted in earnest,
community energy and emissions plans do not always translate to action on the ground. Barriers to
implementation include high up front capital costs, legislative barriers and the need for sustained coordinated efforts. A related and not insignificant challenge is the estimated $123 billion national
infrastructure deficit (FCM, 2012). Not closing the community energy and emissions ‘planning-toimplementation gap’ and rapidly accelerating the deployment of integrated community energy solutions
will inevitably translate into declining environmental quality, decreased economic stability and quality of
life for Canadians.
Understanding that if it can’t be measured it can’t be managed, one crucial area of investigation is the
characterization or measurement and modelling of energy and emissions in communities and the
decision support available to municipal staff, decision makers and enabling organizations. Integrated
community energy modelling and mapping (ICEM) approaches can assist with the prioritization of
actions, support strategic capital investments and accelerate implementation of Integrated Community
Energy Solutions (ICES) by all orders of government and utilities.
1

Scenarios
Four future scenarios developed between 2011 and 2012 assess potential implementation approaches
for the residential sector in Prince George, BC to achieve the community-wide emissions target of a 2%
reduction in Greenhouse (GHG) emissions from 2002 levels by 2012 articulated in the City’s Official
Community Plan (OCP).
The four scenarios, Business As Usual (BAU), Standard Suburban, Neighbourhood Centres and
Downtown Infill, are named to correspond to growth patterns. The first two follow a BAU approach to
new construction, the third the nodes and corridors growth pattern in the OCP and fourth the land use
approach outlined in the Downtown Prince George Smart Growth on the Ground Concept Plan. These
scenarios specify retrofits to existing dwellings and renewable energy technologies including solar
domestic hot water and connections to the City’s downtown district energy system (assumed for the
purpose of this study to be biomass-fuelled). Types and rates of retrofits and renewables were guided by
local experts and specified as BAU, ‘Increased’ and ‘Intensified’.
The retrofit combinations referred to in the scenario descriptions below are different for each housing
archetype as outlined in Table 1.
Table 1 Housing archetypes and retrofit combinations
Archetype

Housing Type

Storeys

Age

Retrofits

SFD1

single family
detached

1

1943 - 1977

Furnace, instantaneous hot water,
chimney closure

SFD2

single family
detached

1

1978 - 1996

Furnace, instantaneous hot water, attic
insulation upgrade to R56

SFD3

single family
detached

2

1978 - 1996

Furnace, instantaneous hot water, attic
insulation upgrade to R56

ROW1

row house

1

1963 - 1992

Furnace, windows and upgrade of
basement insulation to R23

MOBILE1

mobile

1

all ages

Furnace and Air Source Heat Pump

APT

Apartment unit in
MURB

various

all ages

30% increase in efficiency through
renovations to walls, windows, lighting
and appliances and other mechanicals

The Business As Usual scenario anticipates that the majority of the 5500 units of new construction will
occur in the suburbs by 2025. Of these new units:




49% are new single family detached (SFD) of which 67% are built to 2008 BC Building Code
(BCBC) and 33% to an EnerGuide for Houses (EGH) 86;
45% are new row houses all built to the 2008 BC Building Code (BCBC); and
6% are apartments also built to the 2008 BCBC.
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For existing dwellings, 24% overall are retrofitted with either:
 a new furnace (26% of SFDs, 6% of row houses); or
 a combination retrofit (13% of SFDs, 6% row houses, 11 % MURBs) and
 1% of the retrofitted dwellings are supplied with solar DHW.
The Standard Suburban scenario uses the same new construction profile as the BAU scenario. For
existing dwellings, 37% overall are retrofitted with either:



a new furnace (26% of SFDs, 6% of row houses); or
a combination retrofit (30 % of SFDs, 24% row houses, 20% mobiles, 11 % MURBs)

And of these existing retrofitted dwellings:


1% are supplied with solar DHW.

The Neighbourhood Centres scenario sees the majority of the 5500 units of new construction in OCP
growth priority areas. Of these new units:




49% are SFDs, 67% of which are built to EGH 86 and 33% are built to 2008 BCBC;
35% are row houses built to the 2008 BCBC; and
16% are apartments also built to the 2008 BCBC.

For existing dwellings, 27% overall are retrofitted with either:
 a new furnace (26% of SFDs, 6% of row houses); or
 a combination retrofit (18% of SFDs, 10% row houses , 11 % MURBs).
And of these existing retrofitted dwellings:



25% are supplied with solar DHW; and
5% solar PV.

The Downtown Infill scenario sees most new construction in the downtown. Of these new units:




47% are apartments, 600 of which are heated with biomass-based Downtown District Energy
System (DDES).
35% are row houses built to the 2008 BCBC.
18% are SFDs, of which 66% are built to EGH 86 and 24% to the 2008 BCBC.

For existing dwellings, 38% overall are retrofitted with either:



a new furnace (39% of SFDs, 11% of rows); or
a combination retrofit (17% of SFDs, 19% rows and 19% MURBs).

For existing retrofitted dwellings:



25% are supplied with solar DHW; and
5% with solar PV.
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The SCEC3 model baseline year was 2008, according to the most recent building data available. To
enable comparison with the community’s GHG target, the scenarios were rolled back to 2002. In other
words, buildings built between 2007 and 2002 and their energy use and GHG emissions were subtracted
from modelled totals.
Analysis was performed for two time frames:
1. The first target date of 2025 represents the OCP planning horizon; by 2025 the model assumes
the retrofit of existing buildings, new construction and integration of renewable energy
technology will have been completed.
2. Analysis was also performed to 2040 due to high up front capital costs, low electricity rates and
associated extended payback periods. This timeframe shows the cumulative cost savings that
accrue over a longer timeframe.

Results
Results suggest that the Downtown Infill Scenario, where a suite of energy end-use and supply measures
are implemented in an integrated step-wise manner, is overwhelmingly the most effective choice for
conserving energy, reducing emissions and increasing cumulative cost-savings for Prince George
residents over the long term. Only by taking an ambitious approach to new construction, retrofits and
integration as established in the Downtown Infill scenario, will a reduction of 2.3% in GHG emissions be
achieved. While energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction may have been the original
motivation for the study, long term costs savings may actually provide a more compelling justification
for action.
When the financial implications of alternate future scenarios are compared to a Business As Usual
approach for the seventeen year OCP timeframe from 2008 to 2025, savings by residents could total as
much as $30 million dollars. Cumulative savings for the most common single family dwelling could be up
to $6,000 dollars, depending on the combination of retrofit and renewable energy technology measures
pursued.
Over a thirty-two year time frame from 2008 to 2040 in comparison to a BAU approach, under the
Downtown Infill scenario the residential sector could see cumulative cost savings of $98 million dollars
after capital costs have been repaid. For the most common single family dwelling, this could represent
potential cumulative savings of up to $27,000 dollars.
Figure 1 shows that by the end of the planning horizon after the capital costs of retrofits and renewable
energy technologies have been repaid, all three future scenarios will produce consistent annual
operating energy cost savings. The position of the lines in relation to the $0 axis represent years when
the capital cost of retrofits and operating costs are either in a deficit or surplus in comparison to the
BAU scenario. The solid lines represent scenarios only involving energy efficiency measures in new and
existing houses; the dotted lines represent scenarios that incorporate both efficiency and renewable
energy technologies. Up until 2025, the year by which all the retrofits and renewable energy
technologies are installed, some of these lines initially show a deficit. There is more money expended
during these years due to the high capital cost of installation than saved through lower operating energy
costs. When these initial capital costs are paid off, energy savings translate into operating energy cost
4

savings. Although scenarios involving renewable energy technologies are more costly in the short term,
they save money in the long-term. Future savings are exemplified in the graph past the year 2025 by the
fact that the solid lines which represent the energy efficiency aspect of the scenarios without renewable
energy sources show a lower financial balance than the dotted lines which represent both efficiency and
renewable energy sources. These savings represent dollars that can be retained in Prince George’s local
economy.

Figure 1 Total annual residential operating energy and capital costs and savings for BAU and three
alternate future energy scenarios

Looking at energy use in future scenarios, the Standard Suburban scenario sees an increase of 10.1% in
comparison to the SCEC3 model 2002 values (as a proxy for the 2002 Prince George inventory). Even
under the Downtown Infill scenario an increase in energy use of 1.1% in comparison to a 2002 modelled
baseline is anticipated.
Modelling results for GHG emissions tell a similar story. In comparison to the 2002 baseline referenced
in the City of Prince George’s community-wide GHG target, the change in emissions range from an
increase of 8.1% under the Standard Suburban Scenario to a decrease of 2.3% under the Downtown Infill
scenario. This implies that the residential will only surpass the community-wide target by 0.3% under
the downtown Infill scenario.
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Action on energy and emissions in Prince George’s residential housing stock should therefore not only
be motivated by environmental considerations when the economic benefit may in fact be larger.
Implementing energy efficiency and renewable energy technology measures in new and existing
dwellings can be thought of as planting a forest of money trees that will grow cost savings for Prince
George residents over the long term. Low utility rates and high upfront capital costs imply that a longterm vision, innovation in municipal and provincial policy and creative financing are among the tools
required to plant the seedlings that will one day grow into a forest of cost savings within Prince George’s
city limits.

Recommendations
Compact, complete land use patterns lay the foundation for energy and economically efficient
communities. Energy savings are evident when higher density new construction is emphasized; however
to achieve significant energy conservation and emissions reductions, the approach to retrofits must be
aggressive. Renewable energy technologies are essential for reducing GHG emissions – and may make
the difference between the city achieving targets on a going-forward basis - however financial solutions
are required to help mitigate the barrier of high up front capital costs.
Prince George can establish inherent energy efficient land use patterns and new construction by
following planning objectives laid out in the Smart Growth in the Ground Downtown Concept Plan and
the Nodes and Corridors land use pattern laid out in the OCP. Encouraging new construction that is
higher density and mixed-use with passive design features and energy efficient mechanical systems will
lead to higher building energy performance. Building orientation not only supports energy efficiency but
also improves feasibility for solar renewable energy. Design guidelines and development permit areas
are policy options within local government jurisdiction that could help support energy efficient new
construction.
Although it is recognized that local governments have little influence over energy performance in the
existing housing stock, a concerted effort around retrofitting existing dwellings is nevertheless required
if Prince George residents wish to see the economic benefit from energy efficiency over the long term.
Voluntary communication and educational measures could involve cross-promotion of conservation
demand management programs led by utilities or other levels of government, promotion of home
energy evaluations and available retrofit financing schemes.
Although there is a high up front cost for renewable energy technologies, it would also be important to
explore mechanisms to support their adoption by Prince George residents. For the residential sector,
solar DWH is likely more attractive than solar PV. Due to the high cost of solar PV, this technology is
more appropriate for commercial and institutional buildings in the city. Other technology options such
as geothermal hold promise however were not evaluated as a part of this study. Renewable energy
technologies may also be explored as an area of economic development for Prince George.
Results of this analysis suggest that pursuing a Business As Usual scenario means potentially foregoing
tens of millions of dollars in savings on operating energy costs by the residents of Prince George by
2040. While it does represent a short term cost to taxpayers, allocating modest resources for city staff to
facilitate implementation of energy and emissions actions already laid out in the plans will save Prince
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George residents in the long run. Establishing an energy advisory committee is a complementary low
cost measure that has proven highly effective in other jurisdictions.

The ICEM approach: innovative integrated decision support
Further to the project approach and results obtained, this report also describes the integrated
community energy modelling and mapping (ICEM) approach and associated technical methods
developed in the course of the research. Innovative methods in the areas of data, modelling and
visualization were used to create the SCEC3 model. The communication of interim project results led to
technology transfer to other community energy modelling and mapping initiatives.

Data
Existing datasets are identified that can be used for integrated community energy modelling and
mapping. BC Assessment tax records enable identification of local housing archetypes and contain floor
area data required to distribute energy intensity factors. The ecoENERGY retrofit audit records
identified typical retrofits and local geometric and mechanical characteristics to develop accurate
housing energy simulations. LiDAR data was re-purposed for analysis of rooftops suitable for solar
photovoltaic (PV) and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) panel placement. Expert opinion and local knowledge
informed assumptions around growth rates and local retrofit and technology costs. Data gaps include
audit records for multi-unit residential buildings and access to household level measured electrical and
natural gas data for the purpose of model calibration.

Modelling
The ICEM parcel data method (ICEM-PDM) enables integration of data at the parcel and building scales;
the use of a Geographic Information System (GIS) enables aggregation to any level of geography. Local
housing and building archetype identification and characterization leverages both GIS and HOT2000
housing energy simulation to develop locally-relevant housing energy information. Remote sensing is
used to assess the general technical potential of solar PV and solar DHW.
Designed to run on mainstream software packages used by local governments the SCEC3 model is
developed in Excel and ArcGIS in a parallel. The Excel Dashboard enables planners to quickly assess
which scenarios are worth exploring in more detail with GIS analysts using the ArcGIS Application.

Scenario Development
Actions are explored in three major areas: new construction, retrofits and the introduction of renewable
and district energy technologies. A model user can specify the number and type of each of these actions.
The choice of baseline year and end of the planning horizon is flexible; within this planning horizon it is
possible to define when a specific new construction, retrofit or renewable energy action will take place.

Visualization and Communication
Graphic and map outputs should be planned with the audience and decision context in mind. To support
the understanding of trade-offs associated with different scenarios, results should be presented for
energy, GHG emissions and costs and at building, neighbourhood and community-wide scales.
Information at the household scale is that to which people can most directly relate. Photographs of
7

housing archetypes and Sankey diagrams were found to be effective. While GIS based decision support
would seem to lead naturally to showing maps, other common graphic types including bar graphs, line
graphs are often more effective and appropriate.

Communication and Technology Transfer
The SCEC3 model has informed community energy modelling and mapping efforts across Canada via
numerous projects and initiatives including:









Tract and Neighbourhood Data Modelling (TaNDM) project
the BC Community Energy and Emissions Modelling community of practice
Victoria’s Climate Action Navigator
BC Hydro’s Policy Impact Estimator (PIE)
Alberta’s C3
a Manitoba Hydro-supported University of Manitoba Master’s thesis project focused on the
Ebby-Wentworth neighbourhood in the City of Winnipeg
the Integrated Community Energy Mapping for Ontario Communities (IEMOC) project
the Energy Mapping for Hamilton and St. Catherine’s project.

Additionally, presentations have been made in the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and at
Canadian Institute of Planners and Federation of Canadian Municipalities annual conferences. The
model has been presented internationally to the International Society of City and Regional Planners and
at the World Renewable Energy Congress. The International Energy Agency Annex 51 on Energy Efficient
Communities included activities in the City of Prince George in an analysis of community-wide energy
and emissions planning.

Future Research
The following topics can be identified as potential areas for future research:


What policies and financial mechanisms enable municipal action and implementation?



How can existing datasets, originally collected and maintained for other purposes, be repurposed
and made accessible as ‘open data’ for energy modelling and mapping? What other sources of data
can fill known data gaps?



What new energy efficiency opportunities can be identified by using data-mining and visualization
techniques to enable further analysis of the ecoENERGY retrofit audit records?



How can socio-economic and demographic considerations be more effectively integrated into
community energy modelling and mapping approaches?



What are the opportunities for existing spatial data interoperability standards to augment
community energy modelling and mapping, particularly around data access and integration in real
time?



How can the ICEM parcel data method be refined in particular relating to the calibration and
verification of modeled energy information with measured utility data on a house or building basis?
8



What opportunities does cloud computing offer for the analysis of large datasets and the running
multiple permutations of integrated scenarios?



How can transition and change management theory contribute to a broader awareness of and
commitment to integrated community energy modelling and mapping?
What are the legal implications of integrated community energy modelling and mapping?
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1

Introduction

The Spatial Community Energy, Emissions and Cost Characterization (SCEC3) Model is designed to
explore the energy, Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and cost implications of energy efficiency retrofits to existing
residential dwellings, new construction and renewable solar and district energy technology integration.
Together, the SCEC3 Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application supports the evaluation of future energy,
GHG and cost scenarios for the residential sector in Prince George, British Columbia.
This report describes the study area and presents a literature review. Federal government research
objectives and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions legislative drivers in the province of British Columbia
are outlined. A summary of the community energy planning context within the City of Prince George
from 2007-2012 situates a description of the applied ‘action-research’ approach taken to develop the
SCEC3 model. First developed in 2008-2009, the SCEC3 model underwent iterative improvements to
support subsequent community energy planning processes. For each year of the model’s development,
the energy and emissions planning opportunity, specific research objectives, technical improvements
and modelling results are described.
The purpose of the work in 2011-2012 was to inform options analysis in support of the implementation
of residential housing energy policy in the City’s Official Community Plan (OCP). A future scenarios
matrix describes the stepwise development of integrated energy and land use planning scenarios
according to three main scenario elements: First, land use and growth patterns are established, along
with quantitative scenario details on types, rates and distribution of new construction. Next the type
and rate of retrofits to existing dwellings are defined, followed by the type and rate of renewable energy
technologies targeted for integration. Results for all possible combinations were generated using the
SCEC3 Excel Dashboard. For a more precise calculation of results, and to support the development of
maps, four future scenarios were selected and run in the SCEC3 ArcGIS Application. Final results are
presented for the four future scenarios: Business as Usual, Standard Suburban, Neighbourhood Centres
and Downtown Infill.
The report summarizes methodological innovations in both the technical approach and planning
process, reflects on key findings and identifies lessons learned and potential directions for future
research.
The work on the SCEC3 model contributes to the development of best practices and standards for the
emerging discipline of integrated community energy modelling and mapping (ICEM). ICEM provides
decision support for the identification of energy efficiency and renewable and district energy technology
integration opportunities in communities. Community energy and emissions planning addresses the
general objectives of climate change mitigation, environmental protection, offsetting of up-front capital
infrastructure investments and fostering energy security and social well-being.
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2

Study Area

Known as British Columbia's northern capital, Prince George is located on the traditional territory of the
Lheidli T'enneh situated at the crossroads of Highway 97 (north-south) and Highway 16 (east-west), and
at the confluence of the Fraser and Nechako Rivers. It is in the central British Columbia weather region
and has a humid continental climate with an average of 4,727 heating degree days. As of the 2006
Census, the city had a population of 70,981. As a major city of the Pacific Rim, Prince George is firmly
tied to the global market.
As in much of northern BC, forestry has been the industrial mainstay of Prince George. The industry has
been in decline in recent years due to a decreased US demand for timber products resulting from the
economic downturn, the higher than usual cost of the Canadian dollar and duties resulting from the
softwood lumber trade agreement with the United States. The medium term timber supply has been
adversely affected by the influx of the mountain pine beetle. The forest industry has also been
undergoing significant consolidation. Increased efficiencies and new trade opportunities with Asia have
resulted in growing demand for BC’s lumber.
The City is focusing on economic diversification through its college and university, tourism and
manufacturing sectors and regional services such as health. Prince George, BC will host the 2015 Canada
Winter Games.
Current energy supply comes from BC Hydro and from Fortis Gas, the major suppliers of electricity and
natural gas respectively in the province. Electricity in northern BC is generated primarily through hydroelectricity with some on-peak supply from coal coming from the province of Alberta.

Figure 2 Location of Prince George, BC
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3

Literature Review

Integrated community energy modelling and mapping is an interdisciplinary endeavour. It draws from
the fields of geography and geomatics, planning and architecture and engineering and energy analysis.
This review discusses selected theoretical and methodological concepts underpinning the development
of the SCEC3 model and the practice of integrated community energy modelling and mapping in general.
NRCan’s Urban Archetypes project developed neighbourhood energy and emissions profiles of 31
neighbourhoods in 8 communities (CanmetENERGY, 2008). Data used included building data obtained
from municipal Geographical Information Systems (GIS). NRCan’s ecoENERGY Retrofit audit records,
provided in tabular format, contained civic addresses and postal codes. Resulting from challenges
encountered in the project around data access and integration, a map-based approach for data
integration, analysis and visualization of energy in communities was identified as an area for future
research.
Two preceding NRCan projects and the broader literature supported the research focus on spatial
analysis of energy and emissions use and opportunities in urban areas: A 2007 NRCan study (Guindon
and Zhang) integrated trip-to-work data from the Canadian census, correlated with land use land cover
data derived from satellite imagery. This demonstrated map-based characterization of transportation
energy end-use. Land use allocation modelling and integration of ground water vulnerability and natural
hazards had been used in community planning processes in Oliver and Squamish, BC (Journay and
Talwar, 2007 and Anderson, 2007).
Participatory community planning processes can be supported in a variety of ways by mapping from
low-tech paper-based approaches, to high-tech digital applications providing decision support that
ranges from basic information handling through to advanced modelling and group reasoning (Kodmany
1999, Aggett and McColl, 2006). Central to this spatial approach is geovisualization or “a method and
approach for the visualization of geographic data in order to explore patterns, generate hypotheses,
recognize connections or disruptions and identify trends” (Crampton, 2002). Spatial visualization
techniques are enumerated by Kraak (2005).

Figure 3 Climate change visualization modelling and engagement workflow

Source: CALP

In relation to the visualization of climate change impacts and adaptations, the Collaborative for
Advanced Landscape Planning (CALP) at the University of British Columbia (UBC) proposes a modelling
and engagement workflow that involves public participation, the preparation of data and models and
production of visualization products over the course of a planning process (CALP, 2009). The use of
geovisualization to support an interactive exploration of land use scenarios and evaluation of growth
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management policies in the context of a community planning process is consistent with a functional
definition of urban planning. Urban planning is described as “…the scientific, aesthetic and orderly
disposition of land resources, facilities and services, with a view to securing physical, economic and
social efficiency, a sound environment and health and well-being by determining objectives, carrying out
surveys and research, undertaking analysis of survey research, considering options and preparing
recommendations for action” (OPPI, 2009). Community engagement is central to good planning,
specifically “… ensuring all processes are as inclusive as possible and that all perspectives on what
constitutes the public good are aired…” (Hodge and Gordon, 2008). Emphasis is placed on design of the
engagement process (Condon, 2008). A five milestone community energy and emissions planning
process is described by the Partners for Climate Protection program (FCM, 2012). The five milestones
are: develop an inventory, establish targets, write an action plan, implement and monitor.
When integrating digital technology into planning processes, the level of technology and complexity of
the endeavour requires management (Al-Kodmany 1999). In one study, digital tools were deemed
effective for enhancing understanding and fostering discussions, but to a lesser extent in making
decisions or identifying courses of action (Salter et al., 2009). Both hands on workshops to identify
energy and emissions opportunities on paper maps and the Noble Method for gathering requirements
with use cases are identified as practical, low-tech means of engagement and informing model and
application development (Noble Inc., 2010).
Scenario development and analysis is a key feature of community energy modelling approaches. It
combines the development of qualitative storylines and the construction of internally consistent
quantitative future scenarios for modelling. Developing multiple scenarios is a means of handling the
inherent uncertainty associated with the future of a complex system. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2005) articulates this well:
“Multiple futures are fundamental to any scenario enterprise, because prediction of complex and
evolving systems is not possible. They are required for indicating a range of plausible futures and
for encompassing some of the deep uncertainties associated with the evolution of complex
systems. Examples of deep uncertainties are nonlinear responses of complex systems, emerging
properties and path dependencies and generally unpredictable behaviour that emerges due to
branching points, bifurcations and complex temporal and spatial dynamics. Complex systems are
inherently unpredictable, especially when human response strategies that have yet to be defined
are involved.“
The importance of a coherent story supported by quantitative data is a theme echoed in management
literature (Silverman, 2006). Among those working to develop reliable quantitative methods, exploring
the linkages between urban form and energy consumption have been the focus of an increasing number
of academic studies (Anderson, 1996, Norman, 2006, Marshall, 2008). It is now broadly accepted that a
community’s inherent energy demand is established at the landscape scale through decisions on
density, building types, mix of uses and proximity to services (Jaccard et. al. 1997). With landscape
patterns lasting 100 years or more, the influence of decisions at this scale is profound and long-lasting.
Investigations into urban metabolism, first referenced in the 1960s, gained renewed interest in the
2000s (Kennedy et al., 2007, Barles, 2009, Kennedy et al., 2010, and Kellet et al., 2010). This school of
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thought takes a cue from biology, interprets the city as a system and explores its metabolic processes.
Many studies show increasing energy and water use, generation of wastewater and throughput of
materials per capita. Low carbon cities (ISOCARP, 2009 and APEC, 2012) and Integrated Community
Energy Solutions (Council of Energy Ministers, 2009, Causley, 2011, and QUEST, 2012) are essentially
synonyms for the planning of compact, complete mixed use communities that use energy efficiently and
leverage technologies to enable distributed energy generation. The reliable measurement of energy in
communities (Parliament of Canada, 2009 and CSA, 2009) and understanding of spatio-temporal scale
and scope of decision making needs (Rapp et al., 2009) are related topics often raised. The study of the
interactions of the urban form energy and the urban environment and the phenomenon of urban heat
islands are related topics that have been explored using advanced by micro-simulation and agent based
modelling (Robinson, 2011 and Chingcuanco and Miller, 2012)
In a review of modelling techniques for residential sector energy consumption, Swan and Ungersal
(2009), reveal two distinct approaches: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down approaches include
econometric and technological modelling typically used to support policy and program design and
verification. Bottom up approaches include statistical and engineering models. The integrated
community energy modelling and mapping (ICEM) approach outlined in this report can be described as a
bottom-up engineering and spatial modelling approach. An overview of the ICEM approach is given in
section 6.4.
Archetyping is a technique used to classify the building stock into representative types according to age,
building type, size and other attributes. Housing and building energy simulation models use geometric
characteristics, thermal properties and operating parameters to simulate energy consumption by enduse and source (Blais et al., 2005, Parekh, 2006 and Swan, 2009). HOT2000 is the predominant housing
energy simulation software used in Canada in conjunction with the EnerGuide for Houses (EGH) rating
system. HOT2000 and the EGH rating system support the former ecoENERGY Retrofit for Homes
program and related provincial and territorial housing energy efficiency programs such as BC’s Live
Smart. A broader range of energy analysis software is in use for commercial, institutional buildings
including EE4, eQUEST, EnergyPlus and the Screening Tool for New Building Design. Figure 4 identifies
five main factors that influence building energy use. Housing and building energy analysis software
describes and models the interactions between hundreds of variables associated with these five factors.

Figure 4 Five factors that influence building energy use

Source: Salat and Serge, 2009

Serge and Salat (2009) also highlight a potential loss of accuracy when theoretical values derived from a
variety of sources are not calibrated with measured energy use in a particular geographic location. The
importance of accurate characterization of the building stock is echoed by Mavrogianni et al. (2009) who
warn against the ‘eco-logical interference fallacy’ whereby inaccuracies occur when values assigned to
individual buildings are aggregated. Both of these studies speak to the need to calibrate and verify both
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housing and community energy and emissions models with measured data. In British Columbia, access
to measured energy and emissions data at the community scale is facilitated by the province which, in
collaboration with utilities, develops of Community Energy and Emissions Inventory (CEEI) reports on
behalf of all local governments and regional districts. See section 4.2.2 for more information on the CEEI.
Thinking about how to move from the building to neighbourhood and community scales, a number of
authors (Jones et al., 2001, Tornberg and Thuvander 2005, Yamaguichi et al., 2007, Heiple and Sailor,
2008 and Massimo et al., 2010) describe an integrated modelling approach that couples spatial
modelling capabilities of GIS to characterize the building stock as a whole, with building energy
simulation software to develop modelled energy performance values for a limited number of building
archetypes. Tax assessment records are identified as a main source for building attribute data (Dhakal
and Hanaki, 2008, Tornberg and Thuvander, 2005).
When measured utility or survey data is accessible different approaches to characterization of building
energy performance are described. The Integrated Energy Mapping for Ontario Communities project
(Gilmour and McNally, 2010, the Canadian Urban Institute, 2011) used modelled energy intensity factors
to disaggregate measured utility data. Researchers developing a model for the City of New York used
multivariate regression analysis in combination with building stock information from the tax authority to
develop spatial energy intensity factors (Howard et. all 2012).
Spatial analysis for renewable energy technology assessment is documented in the academic literature
and supported by government labs in other countries (Voivontas et al., 2001 and NREL, 2012). Spatial
analysis services are provided by engineering and planning and design firms in support of studies by
utilities and municipalities (BC Hydro 2008, Strait-Highlands Regional Development Authority, 2009).
Several municipalities have launched web applications to enable basic pre-feasibility analysis for solar
for residents and businesses. Examples include the solar application within the District of North
Vancouver’s GeoWeb portal, Boston Solar and Madison Wisconsin’s MadiSun.
Attributes listed for quantification of general technical potential for solar energy include location,
orientation, slope, size and shape of building and neighbouring buildings (Sarkar, 2009). A solar access
bylaw enacted in San Francisco (Sarkar, 2009) is guided by building geometry and interference of
neighbouring buildings with insolation angles. Regulations set limits on setbacks and heights to ensure a
fair share of solar access. Bylaws in Melbourne (Sarkar, 2009) are more directly related to sun exposure
times, designed to protect a desired number of insolation hours.
With respect to demographics, using occupancy averages from a national census in local modelling is
described by Prinz and Herbst (2008). More detailed geodemographic approaches, combining various
demographic and social values surveys into market segments are explored by Environics Analytics (Seoni
2012).
The pursuit of efficient new growth will not, by itself, reduce energy use and emissions to acceptable
levels. Improving the energy performance of existing buildings is seen as the most cost effective means
of improving the energy performance of cities (Canadian Urban Institute, 2011). Many authors also cite
the need for policy to pursue improved energy efficiency in the existing building stock (IEA, 2007, Meijer
et al., 2009, Thomson and van der Flier, 2009).
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3.1

Linking the research to the literature

Ways in which the research is linked to and advances theories, methods and findings in the literature
include that the SCEC3 model:















Builds on past NRCan research from CanmetENERGY (Urban Archetypes) and the Earth Sciences
Sector (SDKI-Viz) and peer-reviewed literature by developing a map-based model to characterize
energy use and future opportunities at multiple scales in a community.
Supports planners in fulfilling their professional obligations by, among other things, preparing
research to support recommendations for action on energy and emissions.
Uses numbers already established in the City’s policies and inventories as modelling inputs or
for comparative purposes.
Applies approaches used both abroad and at home for including demographic variables as
model inputs.
Leverages existing datasets such as tax assessment data and the ecoENERGY Retrofit audit
records and developing comparative techniques to establish housing archetypes most
representative of the entire housing stock.
Applies technical methodologies described in peer-reviewed and professional publications for
use of LiDAR data for analysis of solar potential of existing rooftop areas.
Establishes coherent linkages to the FCM’s PCP program and City policies by developing the
model to test GHG emissions reductions targets established in the Climate Action Plan and
Official Community Plan.
Develops multiple scenarios to support evaluation of different outcomes in light of future
uncertainty.
In those scenarios, allocates building types and patterns of urban form consistent with
community preferences expressed in the MYPG process and in the Downtown Infill Scenario
examples of compact, complete mixed use urban form demonstrated to have lower throughput
of energy and emissions in articles in peer-reviewed journals and studies issued by governments
and reputable organizations working in the field.
Engages researchers from NRCan’s Earth Sciences Sector and the CALP University of British
Columbia for guidance on community engagement and visualization techniques.
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4

Research Planning and Policy Context

4.1

Federal PERD Community Pinch Technologies Sub-Program

CanmetENERGY is the energy research and development division of Natural Resources Canada. During
the 2008-2012 research cycle CanmetENERGY led the Program of Energy Research and Development
(PERD) Community Pinch Technologies Sub-Program. Collaborating federal government departments
and agencies included the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), Environment Canada
(EC), and Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC)
The PERD community pinch technologies group had a strategic objective of “developing a consistent
method for characterizing or measuring energy and GHGs in communities in support of community
energy and emissions planning activities.” During the timeframe of the research, CanmetENERGY also
undertook a value proposition process for a range of technology areas. The vision for Canadian buildings
resulting from that process is for near net-zero energy buildings and communities by 2050.
The Geological Survey of Canada made CanmetENERGY aware of the opportunity for engagement with
the City of Prince George. The Smart Growth on the Ground process led by Smart Growth BC, the Design
Centre for Sustainability and the Real Estate Institute of BC, was a unique program to assist BC
communities to create more sustainable neighbourhood plans using community-specific solutions with
the goal of turning those plans into reality. In Prince George, the scientific themes were energy and
climate change and the planning focus was the creation of a community vision for a sustainable and
vibrant future downtown core. Seeking an opportunity to develop a map-based approach to quantifying
energy and emissions in the housing and building stock, CanmetENERGY signed on to Prince George
Smart Growth on the Ground (PGSGOG).
Other components of analysis carried out by the PERD Community Pinch Technologies Sub-Program not
described in this paper include the development of the Regional Energy Analysis Model (REAM) by
Environment Canada (Bass, 2010) and the application of Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation’s
GHG from urban transport tool to the City of Prince George (HB Lanarc Golder, 2010b and 2010c). The
original intent was to develop a number of models simultaneously for one community and to compare
and contrast their approaches and results for application and usefulness in community energy and
emissions planning processes.
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4.2

Provincial Legislative Framework

Since 2007, the BC provincial government has amended existing and enacted new legislation in support
of climate action. A more recent focus on families and job creation has prompted proponents to
describe the social and economic co-benefits of initiatives in the climate action sphere.
The 2007 Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act established province-wide targets of a 33% reduction
in GHGs by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050. By 2008, the legislation required the provincial
government and other public sector organizations to minimize their greenhouse gas emissions. Starting
in 2010 these public sector organizations were required to be carbon neutral and to complete and
publish carbon neutral action reports. Also in 2007, the voluntary BC Climate Action Charter was
established, enabling local government signatories, including the City of Prince George, to voluntarily
commit to carbon neutrality for their corporate operations by 2012, as well as to measure their
communities GHG emission profiles, and create complete, compact communities.
In 2008, Bill 27 amended the Local Government Act to require Local Governments to include GHG
reduction targets and related policies and actions in their Official Community Plan (OCP) by 2010 and
Regional Growth Strategies by 2011. Significantly, this linked energy and emissions to the land use
planning process throughout BC. Responding to this new requirement, the City of Prince George in 2010
incorporated its PCP GHG targets and accompanying policy directives and actions into its OCP.
Amendments to other acts provide local governments with increased authority to increase energy
efficiency, reduce GHG emissions and promote water conservation. The Housing Act gives local
governments authority to enact bylaws for these purposes. The Community Charter enables municipal
councils to require certification from applicants, supported by building energy modelling, that building
plans comply with green building standards. A local government can waive development cost charges
for not-for-profit housing, for-profit affordable rental housing and low carbon, small lot subdivisions.
New Development Permit Areas (DPA) including requirements for siting, exterior design and form can be
introduced to promote energy efficiency, water conservation and GHG emissions reductions.
Enacted in 2010, The Clean Energy Act states the objective of achieving electricity self-sufficiency and
sets out targets for 66% of incremental demand for electricity to be met by demand side management
by the year 2020. The Act also envisions the building of infrastructure necessary to transmit that
electricity.
While the provincial legislative framework supporting community energy and emissions planning can be
described as among the most progressive in Canada, legal analysis has revealed that even in BC, local
governments have few policy levers to influence the energy and emissions performance of the existing
housing and building stock (Pembina, 2010).

4.3

Provincial Data Support

The Community Energy and Emissions Inventory (CEEI) reports, first compiled by the Province of British
Columbia in 2007 and to be updated bi-annually since 2010, support all local governments and regional
districts in the province in the achievement of their legislated requirement to include GHG targets,
policies and actions in their Official Community Plans. The CEEI outlines energy consumption and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from community activities in on-road transportation, buildings and
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solid waste. The first of its kind in North America, the CEEI reports enable local governments to meet
their Climate Action Charter commitment to measure and report on community GHG emissions profiles.
Figure 5 shows the first page of the 2010 CEEI report for Prince George.

Figure 5 Prince George 2010 draft CEEI report

Feedback provided by users of the CEEI reports was that the information would be more useful to local
governments if made available at a lower level of geography. In response to this feedback, the Tract and
Neighbourhood Data Modelling (TaNDM) project was launched as a research initiative in 2011 to
explore means of improving the structure, completeness of data and level of geography of the CEEI
reports. The research done on the SCEC3 model for Prince George provided the technical and data
foundations for the advancements made in the TaNDM project. A key output of the TaNDM project was
a CEEI inventory report developed for Prince George according to the TaNDM method.
To enable the development of evidenced-based policies in fulfilment of provincial requirements, Prince
George and other BC communities require reliable quantitative information concerning energy use and
opportunities in the building stock. Map-based models integrating authoritative data and supporting
future scenario analysis are important tools complementary to the measured data in the CEEI reports.

4.4

Community Energy Planning Initiatives in Prince George, BC

Signing on to the Federation of Canadian Municipality’s (FCM) PCP program in 2007, the City of Prince
George embarked on the five milestone process. The City began with the development of an energy and
GHG emissions inventory. It established corporate and community GHG emission reduction targets and
developed an Energy and Greenhouse Gas Management Plan. In this plan, the City committed to a 10%
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reduction from 2002 levels by 2012 in its municipal corporate operations. Actions identified to achieve
this target included building the Downtown District Energy System, developing a sustainable energy
management plan, developing a green fleet strategic plan and initiating a staff awareness program and a
sustainable procurement policy. The City of Prince George is also a signatory to the voluntary Climate
Action Charter, committing to be carbon neutral in its own operations by 2012.
The Downtown District Energy System (DDES), originally proposed in 2008 as a stand-alone biomass
combustion facility, met with resistance from local community groups concerned about air quality. A
new design was developed after the City approached Lakeland Mills, a local sawmill operation, with an
offer to install an electrostatic precipitator. Instead of putting the new option in a question to the public
in a referendum, the City pursued an innovative approval process known as the ‘approval of the
electors’, consistent with requirements in the provincial Community Charter. Details of the new design
and a proposed bylaw to purchase waste heat from the saw mill were communicated through an
information backgrounder, staff reports to City Council and articles in local newspapers. Those ‘electors’
eligible to vote were provided with a form that could be submitted to the city identifying their
opposition to the proposed heat supply purchase bylaw. Residents were also able to participate in the
federally-regulated Environmental Assessment (EA) process. In 2010, having received no complaints and
after three readings by City Council, the proposed bylaw to purchase waste heat was approved,
signalling the City, and the community’s, formal decision to proceed with the construction of the DDES.
In redesigning the DDES, the City addressed perceptions around district energy technology, including air
emissions generated by bioenergy, in order to gain public support. With the implementation of the
DDES, the City of Prince George is expected to reduce about 20% of total corporate emissions, achieving
its corporate PCP target of 10% reduction in emissions by 2012. The SCEC3 model incorporated the
connection of new apartment units to the DDES as one component of the Downtown Infill Scenario.
To implement actions towards achieving corporate and community GHG targets, the City pursued
several external funding opportunities including PGSGOG, the Green Building Leaders Program, the CAEE
Gold program and support for corporate and community energy managers provided by BC Hydro.
In 2009, Prince George was selected as the first northern community for Smart Growth on the Ground
(SGOG), the focus being a concept plan for the revitalization of the downtown in the context of the
scientific themes of energy and climate change. In addition to broad-based participation from city staff,
elected officials and community stakeholders, researchers from government, academia and the private
sector contributed science-based information on a range of energy and climate change issues.
Collaborators included the University of British Columbia, the Pacific Institute for Climate Change, the
Real Estate Institute of British Columbia and federal government departments including Natural
Resources Canada, Environment Canada, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. Locally, the
University of Northern British Columbia and various community groups participated. Community
engagement was planned at intervals in the process, beginning with an information session, a target
setting workshop, and a design charette. Foundation research bulletins and a design brief supported the
development of The Smart Growth on the Ground Downtown Prince George Concept Plan, which was
approved by City of Prince George Council in September 2009.
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The Community Action on Energy and Emissions (CAEE) program supported voluntary housing energy
labelling for existing housing at the point of sale and an incentive for new houses built to EnerGuide 80.
Neither initiative was successful, raising questions about the effectiveness of voluntary building
labelling. Also under this program, training was provided to the building industry on energy efficient
buildings and homes. Prince George also participated in the Pembina Institute’s Green Building Leaders
(GBL) program to explore policy options for reducing building energy end-use. Other actions taken to
meet the community-wide emissions target included the Commuter Challenge and Bike to Work Week.
To tackle corporate emissions, in 2008, with the support of BC Hydro the city hired a Corporate Energy
Initiatives Manager to measure energy use and reduce demand. In November 2010, the city added a
Community Energy Program Manager to engage the public in saving energy and to institute policies to
reduce GHG emissions. In December 2010, City Council approved a Corporate Carbon Neutral Plan.
A major community planning initiative, occurring in the 2009-2012 timeframe had a strong community
sustainability visioning and engagement process, with results informing the development of myPG, an
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan for Prince George. Energy policies and actions were integrated
in a high-level manner in the ICSP. The groundwork of the ICSP provided key inputs to the SCEC3 model
and guided the update of the Prince George Official Community Plan (OCP).

Figure 6 The myPG planning process timeline

The OCP sets out objectives and policies to guide City decisions on planning and land use. All bylaws
enacted or works undertaken by Council after adoption of an OCP must be consistent with the plan. A
regulatory tool, the OCP guides City of Prince George Council, staff and citizens on decisions such as
location of housing, transportation priorities, and provision of services. The OCP looks out over a 15 year
planning horizon. It is reviewed every year and substantially revised every 5 – 10 years (City of Prince
George, 2010). The new Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 8383, 2011 was approved by Council June
25, 2012. The OCP featured maps output from and policy statements informed by outputs from the
SCEC3 model.
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4.5

Project Approach

The development and improvement of the SCEC3 model took place iteratively with community energy
planning initiatives in the City over a four year period from 2008-2012. Activities took place in the
context of federal government fiscal years commencing April 1 and ending March 31 of the following
calendar year. This section described the project team and research and model development activities in
each of the four fiscal years in the research cycle.
4.5.1

Project Team

Constant throughout the four years of the model development were project manager Jessica Webster
from CanmetENERGY and spatial modeller Brett Korteling of Vive le Monde Mapping. According to the
information required to develop and refine the model in support of City energy and emissions initiatives,
numerous city staff, consultants, academics and NRCan staff were engaged and made valuable
contributions at different points in the process. These project team members are acknowledged in
subsequent sections of this report in relation to their specific contributions.
4.5.2

Initial development in support of Smart Growth on the Ground (2008-2009)

The initial objective was to explore different modelling approaches to characterize baseline energy use
in the Smart Growth on the Ground (SGOG) study area and the whole community for housing,
commercial buildings and transportation.
Building on CanmetENERGY’s Urban Archetypes project the concept was to access ecoENERGY Retrofit
audit data from the City and NRCan’s Housing Database and using HOT2000, develop energy profiles of
representative housing types. Transportation energy was to be derived from the City’s EMME2 model.
Renewable energy technology optimization was to be assessed with the Regional Energy Analysis Model
(REAM) under the direction of Environment Canada.
The Geological Survey of Canada described a spatial Land Use Allocation Model (LUAM), a key
innovation used in previous SGOG processes (Journeay et al., 2008). It was decided to focus on building
energy use. Vive le Monde Mapping was engaged and the prototype developed.
The deliverable was an integrated land use model spatially representing simulated energy use by
building type for the 2008 baseline year. The model connected building footprints, parcel boundaries
and land use zones from the City of Prince George’s Geodatabase with building type and year built from
BC Assessment. This provided a relatively accurate picture of dwelling type, age, number of stories and
floor area of the current building stock. In particular, the ability to map floor area for all buildings
allowed a more accurate characterization of energy use by distributing modeled energy intensity values
by archetype. Associating land use zoning with parcel boundaries set the stage to explore build-out
scenarios.
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Contributions to the process included the March
SGOG Target Setting Workshop presentation
(Webster, 2009a) and a foundation research
bulletin (Webster, 2009b). The community-wide
model took a back seat as energy building scale
information was most useful in the
neighbourhood-scale process. Information on the
energy performance of representative house and
apartment types enabled PG-SGOG participants to
set a target of between a 25% and 50%
improvement on the Model National Energy Code
for Buildings (MNECB) for new apartments and
mixed use buildings in the City’s downtown,
equivalent to.24 to .36 gigajoules per square
meter (GJ/m2). Due to technical information and
planning support provided, in the concept plan
downtown PG is “…envisioned as a leader and
focal point for action on energy efficiency,
integration of renewable energy technology, and
resilience to climate change.” Although further
research and development was required, by the
end of the first year, a test bench model had been
created establishing integrated energy modelling
and mapping - in this instance combining tax
assessment building attribute data with modelled
energy values for representative housing and
apartment archetypes ) as a promising approach
for supporting BC community energy and
emissions planning.
4.5.3

Figure 7 The first map showing floor area of existing
residential dwellings in Prince George, BC

Serving an Integrated Sustainability Plan (2009-2010)

Following approval of the Smart Growth on the Ground Downtown Prince George Concept Plan, it was
proposed to continue model development to enhance the ability of the research to serve local planning
needs. Working from the hypothesis that integrated land use, energy and greenhouse gas mapping is an
important technology that can help communities set achievable targets, plan strategies to achieve them
and meet the new requirements to include GHG targets, policies and actions in the OCP, research
objectives in the 2009-2010 timeframe included to:


Developing and demonstrating a Spatial Community Energy, Carbon and Cost Characterization
Model and associated methodology in support of scenario development for the GHG targets
included in the Prince George OCP and ICSP
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Exploring the application of mapping as a complementary tool to the existing Community Energy
and Emissions Inventory (CEEI), including the value of simulated data, a supporting goal being
that the sum of the energy use for the updated model would equal the consumption reported
by sector in the Prince George CEEI



Better understanding the exact building energy, cost and GHG information useful for community
planning processes and how this information can be best delivered for use by communities and
their collaborators

The model was further expanded to include GHG factors for baseline and future scenarios, as well as
operating energy costs. The parcel data method was implemented to aggregate all information to the
parcel. The process steps to run the model were scripted in Python to accommodate semi-automated
scenario development. Initial development began on a simplified Excel Dashboard to facilitate on-the-fly
analysis and enable non-GIS users including planners to perform basic calculations.
In February 2010, the City of Prince George held workshops to explain the energy and GHG targets to
the public and ask for feedback on how to incorporate the measures, reporting and policies into the
development of the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP) and Official Community Plan (OCP).
Baseline residential energy spatial data layers developed using the SCEC3 model were provided as input
to the model run by ICSP consultants HB Lanarc Golder (formerly HB Lanarc). The City’s Environmental
Manager led the well-attended session. In addition to sustainability visioning, scenario modelling
exploring alternate land use plans was a main focus of the workshop. A second research bulletin,
containing the results of analysis for both energy and GHGs specific to the residential housing stock was
developed to provide context for the members of the buildings and energy break out team during the
workshop.
The session resulted in the community selecting the Nodes and Corridors growth strategy, where new
construction with an emphasis on mixed use would be focused around key neighbourhood nodes and
along key corridors (HB Lanarc Golder, 2009). Following the session it was confirmed that during the
(ICSP) process, energy strategies were discussed at a high level of generality. For instance, one of the
goals set out that “Prince George is a leader in Green Energy” supported by an objective to “accelerate
implementation of energy efficiency and renewable energy initiatives in order to be prepared before
energy prices increase significantly.” In these discussions, the detail provided by the model was not
entirely necessary - the detailed information developed on different scenarios would be most
interesting to a small number of experts who could use it to inform subsequent discussion on the design
of specific policies and programs to stimulate building retrofits (Fraser, 2009).
Communication and outreach activities taking place during this time included a presentation at the
Canadian Institute of Planners Annual Conference (Webster, 2009c) and a paper and presentation
delivered to the International Society of City and Regional Planners (Webster et al., 2009e). A
presentation by a Prince George City Councillor at the 2010 FCM Sustainable Communities Conference
demonstrated interest in and political support for the work.
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4.5.4

Contributing to an Official Community Plan Update (2010-2011)

The main research objective in the 2010-011 timeframe was to identify local government decision
making scenarios and identify outputs in numeric, graph and map form from the SCEC3 model that
would provide the most effective decision support.
A key activity in the 2010-11 timeframe was to support the BC Hydro sponsored Community Energy
Design Charrette. The main objective of the charrette was to elevate the level of energy expertise and
analysis of energy efficiency options related to the Official Community Plan (OCP) update process.
Specific goals were to review options to attain reductions in electricity and fossil fuel consumption over
the next 30 years; to assess cost and feasibility of recommended measures; to assess policy tools; to
assess implications for extending developed strategies to the entire City; and to develop a strategy that
presents energy use reduction options and associated costs. The study area chosen for the charrette
was the Crescents neighbourhood. Community Energy Program Manager and Environ Corporation led
the session. The City of Prince George Manager of Planning and a representative from BC Hydro
delivered presentations and led discussion on policy options. The conclusion was that, although the city
did have authority to influence energy performance in new construction, municipal influence over
energy performance in existing houses and buildings are limited to promotion of voluntary measures. To
enact mandatory policy measures would require the province to make additional changes to the local
government act.
New aspects of the model developed in preparation for the charrette included the use of LiDAR data to
calculate potential for solar domestic hot water technology integration. The expansion of biomass
district energy to the Crescents neighbourhood was also explored. An engagement approach was to use
an audience response system to gather data to run a scenario of the model based on the audience
preferred scenario details. While the experiment worked in practice, participants cited the need to show
costing information to support realistic not aspirational decisions. Findings related to visualizations
included that energy performance information of different housing archetypes was difficult for
participants to grasp when presented in table format. These should be shown in graphic format instead,
ideally accompanied by photographs of the housing archetypes; see Appendices B and C for graphic
examples developed post-charrette. Maps showing parcel-level energy information prompted
comparative discussion of housing energy performance on a house-by house basis. A series of maps,
showing changes in energy and emissions performance under different scenarios were well received.
For a complete summary, please see the Prince George community Energy Design Charrette Summary
Report.
Using the SCEC3 model in the 2010-2011 timeframe, planning support was also provided to the review of
the City’s Official Community Plan (OCP). This resulted in the inclusion of Policy 6.5.15 which states:
3

“The City should continue to utilize energy mapping tools (e.g., SCEC model) as part of the City’s routine
energy and emissions programming and planning. The model can be used to inform targets and policies
related to retrofits of the existing housing stock and the introduction of renewable energy technologies
(e.g., solar hot water) and district energy; in particular, to target low cost, highly effective retrofit
measures; and as an integrating information resource, to provide neighbourhood level and city level
findings to the public in combination with relevant incentive packages.”
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See Appendix A for maps included in the Prince George OCP.
Communications activities in the 2010-2011 timeframe included webinars delivered to the Integrated
Energy Mapping for Ontario Communities review committee (Webster and Adamson, 2010a) and
recorded for the BC Community Energy and Emissions Toolkit website (Webster and Adamson, 2010b).
Resulting from a presentation at the Canadian Institute of Planners Annual conference (Webster,
2010d), an article summarizing the session was published in Plan Canada (Gilmour et al, 2010). A project
brief was also developed, outlining the scenarios constructed in support of the ICSP process
(CanmetENERGY, 2010). Significantly, during this time period work done with the model contributed to
the City of Prince George winning the 2010 Energy and Climate Action Award in the community
development category.
4.5.5

SCEC3 Model Transfer to Serve Long-Term Planning Needs (2011-2012)

The focus of work in the final year of the project was to complete the SCEC3 model and facilitate its
transfer to the City of Prince George for ongoing use. Updates performed included improvements to
Excel Dashboard connections with housing and building simulation software to allow for additional
modelled energy data to be input. Refinements were made to solar photovoltaic (PV) summary outputs
and maps. Business requirements documentation was developed in consultation with Prince George
staff for Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Applications.
To effectively deploy the SCEC3 model to the City of Prince George to support its ongoing use in energy
and emissions planning, a one-day workshop was co-ordinated with City of Prince George staff and key
external stakeholders. The objectives of this workshop were to share model details, engage in
discussions to promote an understanding of the model’s function and to identify requirements for its
transfer to the City. A summary of the requirements gathered for use cases internal to the city and for a
public website to engage citizens of Prince George on energy efficiency can be found in the SCEC3 Model
Transfer Requirements Report (CanmetENERGY, 2011).
To further elaborate on use cases identified in the workshop, planning staff were engaged in the
development of future scenarios based on development trends and the community vision for energy
and emissions reduction strategies. Assistance was provided to guide the use of SCEC3 model for a
planning use case and to advise on how to communicate to general public audiences about the SCEC3
model, its outputs and relevance for community energy and emissions planning. A User Guide
(Korteling, 2012) was developed to act as a more in depth guide for Prince George or any other
community wishing to replicate this approach.
A significant technology transfer opportunity occurred when methods of data analysis and integration of
building information from BCA tax assessment records were presented to a requirements gathering
workshop for the Tract and Neighbourhood Data Modelling (TaNDM) project (Webster and Korteling,
2011a). The purpose of TaNDM was to develop a new method for creation of the Community Energy
and Emissions Inventory reports. To explore data integration opportunities in greater depth, Prince
George was selected as a TaNDM pilot community.
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5

Data

Numerous datasets are required by the SCEC3 model to properly characterize land use, the building
stock, and its energy use and associated emissions and costs to support the calculation of baseline and
future scenarios. This data can be found in existing spatial and tabular datasets held by organizations
such as NRCan, BC Assessment and the City of Prince George, as well as in tables of reports, such as
future utility rate projections contained in regulatory hearing proceedings. It also occurs as outputs
generated by housing, building and equipment energy modelling and simulation, or processed spatial
datasets derived from remote sensing. Another very important source of information is the local
knowledge of experts and community members gathered through interviews and workshops.

5.1

Datasets

Table 2 lists major datasets used in the development of the SCEC3 model and describes their sources,
formats, purposes and customization required. General challenges included ensuring the appropriate
use of datasets originally developed for other purposes. This often resulted in the need to ask questions
of clarification and to request additional data. While privacy concerns were largely avoided in the
development of the SCEC3 model through the use of modelled energy information, a lack of clarity on
privacy legislation and lack of policies and procedures for handling data requests related to new uses of
existing data, contributed to delays in accessing certain datasets. Also time consuming was the work of
transposing numbers found in reports or as modelling outputs into formats suitable for analysis in GIS.
In spite of these challenges, the majority of the data required to develop integrated energy mapping
applications for communities is existing data. This holds promise for the further deployment of the
approach, provided that data best practices and standards are developed.
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3

Table 2 Data required by the SCEC model
Dataset

Parcel Fabric

Source

City of Prince George

Format

GIS

Description

A polygon file, containing an integrated parcel fabric. Each parcel is associated with a
unique numeric identifier known as a parcel ID (PID).

Purpose

The parcel is the common geographical denominator to which building attribute, renewable
energy, GHG emissions and cost data for baseline and future scenarios are aggregated.

Customization

Assign baseline housing energy use then capacity for renewable energy

Dataset

Neighbourhood Boundaries

Source

City of Prince George

Format

GIS

Description

Larger geographic areas helpful for community energy and emissions planning

Purpose

The largest geographic unit to which parcel level details are aggregated and to which the
number and rate of retrofits, new construction and integration of renewable energy
technologies are assigned

Customization

Ensure presence of a name field

Dataset

Zoning

Source

City of Prince George

Format

GIS

Description

Spatial distribution of different land use zones

Purpose

Facilitates the assignment of future density potential at the parcel level

Customization

Ensure Zone_Code field matches the one in the ‘density by zone’ table

Dataset

Density by Zoning Type

Source

City of Prince George Zoning Bylaw No. 7850

Format

Word or PDF

Description

Permitted density of residential units per hectare

Purpose

Provides build out density for each parcel and the means to calculate future potential
possible within each parcel depending on which zoning is assigned

Customization

Fill in DensitybyHA field after reviewing the zoning bylaw, consulting with the long range
planner and performing some calculations
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Dataset

Housing and Building Attributes

Source

BC Assessment Authority

Format

Excel

Description

Tax assessment data contains, for the entire building stock, housing and building attributes
including type, vintage and floor area.

Purpose

Enables local housing and archetype identification and accurate assignment of energy
intensity and other factors for baseline and future scenarios.

Customization

Tax assessment data must be reviewed and prepared to ensure proper linkages between
housing and building attributes and the parcels upon which the buildings sit. Assign housing
energy intensity values for a housing archetype to individual dwelling as identified by BCA
actual use code.

Dataset

ecoENERGY Retrofit Audit Records

Source

Natural Resources Canada, Office of Energy Efficiency

Format

Excel

Description

Records from houses that have undergone an EnerGuide home energy evaluation; those
used were specific to Prince George, BC. Contains detailed geometric, thermal and
mechanical characteristics of dwellings, and housing energy performance modelled with
HOT2000. All records contain pre-retrofit information and many contain post-retrofit
evaluations.

Purpose

Provides detailed housing characteristics and common retrofits carried out.

Customization

Records were grouped and analysed to determine average and representative values of
geometric, thermal performance and mechanical characteristics. These values were then
used in HOT2000 simulation to model the energy performance of selected housing
archetypes.

Dataset

BC Hydro Energy Simulation Results

Source

BC Hydro Conservation Potential Review

Format

Word

Description

Values for internal set point temperatures and plug loads for lighting and appliances.

Purpose

An additional dataset used to calibrate the housing energy simulations performed for
Prince George

Customization

None required
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Datasets

Prince George Housing Energy and MURB Simulation Results

Source

ecoENERGY Retrofit Audit Records, HOT2000 and Screening Tool for New Building Design

Format

Excel and HOT2000

Description

A new dataset generated using BCA, ecoENERGY retrofit audit records, informed by expert
knowledge. Simulated baseline, retrofits and future energy use for different housing
archetypes (single family, mobile home, row house and apartment)

Purpose

Provides energy use by source (electrical or natural gas) and end-use (hot water, space heat
and plug load electrical) for baseline and future scenarios

Customization

Manual data transfer from .csv output files to .xls format suitable for use in GIS
Pay attention to values outputting from HOT2000 into multiple columns

Dataset

LiDAR and Building Footprints

Source

City of Prince George

Format

Digital surface model

Description

Detailed three dimensional coverage identifying roof areas suitable for solar domestic hot
water (DWH) and solar photovoltaic (PV) panel placement

Purpose

Provides baseline data for solar potential evaluation

Customization

To create a digital surface model, LiDAR data points are converted to ASCII format and
2
interpolated to create a gridded surface where each cell represents 1 m on the ground.
Using the DSM as input, the slope and orientation of each cell are calculated. Building
outlines, used as the bounding perimeter for potential roof areas that can accommodate
solar panels, are integrated with measures of slope and orientation. To find south-facing
roof areas cells from the orientation layer with values between 135 and 225 degrees are
selected. The total area of south facing roof is calculated to determine whether the
2
2
minimum 25m threshold to accommodate a PV installation and 6m for 2-panel SDHW
2
system (6m ) is met. Buildings meeting all criteria are suitable PV and SDHW candidates.

Dataset

General technical potential for solar SDWH and solar PV

Source

RETScreen software, Natural Resources Canada

Format

Excel

Description

Decision support software that supports pre-feasibility analysis of renewable energy
technology options including solar domestic hot water and photovoltaic systems

Purpose

Used to derive general technical potential of a representative installation

Customization

Values for estimated thermal energy production for solar DWH and electricity from solar PV
systems generated for individual systems generated using RETscreen, were multiplied by
the numbers of installations specified in a given future scenario. The these installations
were randomly assigned in the ArcGIS Application to rooftops identified by the LiDAR
analysis as suitable for panel placement.
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Dataset

Utility Rate Projections

Source

BC Hydro, Fortis BC and the City of Prince George

Format

Excel

Description

Cost per unit of energy; kilowatt hour of electricity (kWh), cubic meter (m ) for natural gas
and gigajoule (GJ) for district energy, for each year of planning horizon

Purpose

Enables calculation of operating energy costs for each year of the planning horizon

Customization

Include monthly fixed charges and calculate a reduced rate for district energy, at 90% of the
rate for one gigajoule of natural gas

Dataset

Capital Costs

Source

Housing costing estimators, local contractors

Format

Excel

Description

Capital costs of retrofit options provided in the model

Purpose

Enable estimation of the capital costs associated with various retrofit options for housing
and renewable energy technologies to determine simple payback

Customization

Consult experts and contractors with local knowledge

5.2

3

Expert Knowledge

Additional information is required from experts to confirm aspects of baseline data and reasonable
assumptions for future scenarios. The advice of Prince George long range planner was sought on the
type and number of units of new construction and the neighbourhood planning areas within which
these were expected to occur. A local housing energy auditor was asked to confirm appropriate
assumptions for retrofit scenarios, the type and rate of retrofits that could be anticipated, and to
suggest a locally appropriate low-cost low energy combination retrofit.
A costing consultant was retained to determine capital costs for retrofitting building components such
as insulation, windows, furnace, hot water, air source heat pump and heating and ventilation
equipment. Fixed and incremental costs were included for insulation. Fixed costs include overhead or
materials such as gypsum board for enclosing insulation. Incremental costs were based on material and
installation per square metre. Window upgrade costs were determined using the most common
window size based on the total number of windows. Similarly, the City of Prince George’s Community
Energy Manager and a local renewable energy technology installer worked to provide estimates of the
capital costs of installing solar DWH and solar PV systems specified in the analysis. The estimated cost of
connecting to a district energy system was provided by CanmetENERGY.
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6

Methods

Chapter six describes the integrated community energy modelling and mapping (ICEM) approach and
supporting technical methods. The individual components of the ICEM approach used and improved in
creating the SCEC3 model are outlined in Table 3. These methods build explicitly on existing planning
approaches, datasets, GIS data integration and modelling workflows, housing and building energy and
renewable energy technology modelling software and visualization techniques. Although what is
presented here is not entirely new, innovation resides in their combined use to address the challenge of
developing a consistent method for characterizing energy and emissions in communities broadly and the
development of an integrated map-based approach to modelling energy baseline and future scenarios in
the residential housing stock in Prince George, BC specifically.
3

Table 3 Methods developed to create the SCEC model
Method
Integrated community energy modelling and mapping approach
ICEM parcel data method (ICEM-PDM)
Local housing and building archetype identification and characterization
Remote sensing approach for assessing the general technical potential of solar PV and solar DHW
Assumptions for biomass district energy connections
Structured future scenario selection
3

Parallel SCEC Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application and collaborative work flow

Prior to describing the approach and methods, it is worthwhile explaining the term ‘integrated
community energy modelling and mapping’ and its acronym, ICEM.
In communicating the project approach and interim results to energy experts, some questioned the
need for mapping in the effort to model energy in communities. It became apparent that it was not
immediately understood that mapping did not involve simply representing energy on a map, but
leveraging advanced data integration and statistical analysis - in other words modelling and simulation functionality of geographical information systems (GIS). On the other hand, using the term ‘modelling’
with the general public audience produced blank stares or worse was found not to be trusted, being a
mere representation of reality. Mapping on the other hand is something the general public understands.
Describing the activity as ‘integrated community energy modelling and mapping’ both appeases the
experts and makes it clear to everyone that this approach involves making energy in communities
visible. ICEM was retained as an acronym since it is flexible –either modelling or mapping could be used
depending on the audience. Importantly, it also echoes the term ICES. The ICEM approach is envisioned
as a key means of providing decision support to and accelerating the implementation of Integrated
Community Energy Solutions (ICES). In everyday use, a practical short form for all of this is simply
‘energy mapping’.
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6.1

Integrated Community Energy Modelling and Mapping Approach

Figure 8 Overview of the integrated community energy modelling and mapping approach

Figure 8 attempts to visualize the integrated community energy modelling and mapping (ICEM)
approach including both planning processes and technical phases. As described in section 4.5, the
development of the SCEC3 model was applied research, exploratory in nature but firmly linked to various
community energy planning processes in Prince George, BC. As such, the ICEM approach illustrated here
is most accurately described a research result, rather than something that was known and adhered to
from the outset in the development of the SCEC3 model. Nevertheless, it belongs at this juncture in the
report, since it presents a generic overview of the approach and a framework for understanding the
technical methods that follow.
In the green text boxes at the top, the general technical phases of community energy modelling and
mapping are depicted; in the blue text boxes at the bottom, the general phases in a community energy
planning process are shown. In practice, the interaction between technical efforts and planning
processes is more dynamic and iterative than the graphic suggests. Thinking about the ICEM approach
and its role in providing decision support to community energy planning processes in general, the
following generic workflow can be articulated:
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Community energy planning processes begin by visioning and target setting, articulating qualitative and
quantitative definitions of success. The domains to be addressed are established, defining the general
need for decision support, including modelling and mapping. With the political support of elected
officials, stakeholder engagement in direction setting will be led by planners, often supported by
consultants.

Understanding the scope and objectives of the planning process, the energy modelling and mapping
team collects and repurposes existing data and quantifies and spatializes stakeholder and expert input.
Collection of new primary data may also be involved. Proxy datasets, peer-review publications and
expert opinion are referenced to establish reliable assumptions in cases where data is missing.

Modelling first involves integrating data into the GIS using the parcel data method. Subsequent
modelling tasks may include local housing and building archetype identification and characterization and
assessing general technical potential of renewable energy technologies. Outputs from housing and
technology modelling are integrated into the GIS at the parcel scale as they are produced. Ideally,
modelling results obtained at the technology and building scale are calibrated using measured data. Also
included in modelling are the simulations that calculate the outcomes of certain scenarios.

Modelling and scenario development are effectively a continuous process that involves first establishing
an integrated model describing baseline conditions, then developing quantitative assumptions for
alternate future scenarios. In developing the SCEC3, housing modelling was conducted first and
community scenarios developed later; crafting the parameters for future scenarios to guide modelling
could be an equally valid approach.
Regardless of the approach, future scenario development requires collaboration between the energy
modelling and mapping team, city staff, and other experts local or otherwise as required. In the context
of the planning horizon, it involves establishing for the Business As Usual and any number of alternate
future scenarios, the type, rate and location for each of three scenario elements: new construction,
retrofits to existing housing and renewable energy technologies.
The structured scenario development approach documented in this report involves establishing three
performance thresholds (BAU, ‘Increased’ or more than BAU and ‘Intensified’, more efficient than
Increased) for each of the three scenario elements. Preliminary modelling is performed using the Excel
Dashboard exploring all possible combinations. The most interesting combinations are selected for
analysis in the ArcGIS Application.
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The modelling and mapping team translates quantitative modelling results into graphics, maps and
diagrams to effectively visualize and communicate the energy, GHG emissions and cost implications of
future scenarios to city staff, elected officials, stakeholders and the general public. In practice, interim
modelling results may be visualized and presented to refine modelling and future scenario development.
To bolster decisions that may involve trade-offs, visualizations are produced in a range of forms, at
different geographic scales to effectively communicate the energy, GHG emissions and cost implications
of different scenarios.

Informed by visualizations city staff, elected officials and stakeholders are equipped with the
quantitative information necessary to prioritize actions for policy and program development.

Following approval by City Council, energy actions relating to new construction, retrofits to existing
dwellings or integration of renewable energy technologies are implemented. The community energy
manager or other city staff member responsible for energy works with planners and other staff to
ensure implementation; ideally these efforts are informed by a multi-stakeholder energy advisory
committee and co-ordinated with utilities and other levels of government. Implementation can be
supported by programs, various types of policy measures ranging from voluntary to mandatory and
financial mechanisms.

Although not performed in the context of the project to develop the SCEC3 model, in theory following
the implementation of actions, the ICEM approach and the parcel data method specifically, can be used
to integrate measured utility data. Aggregated by building type, this approach would enable effective
comparison between modelling and monitoring to determine the real energy, GHG emissions and cost
impacts. Due to the longer planning horizons in communities, it should be anticipated that monitoring
will take longer to achieve in contrast to projects at the equipment or building level.
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6.2

ICEM Parcel Data Method

The integrated community energy mapping parcel data method (ICEM-PDM), uses the legal parcel,
identified through the numeric parcel identifier (PID), as the spatial scale to which all data required for
energy mapping are linked, as depicted in Figure 9.
The parcel is the common denominator in land use planning and a building block for analysis performed
by municipal and provincial governments. Each parcel represents a legally owned piece of land and is
identified with a unique numeric identifier known as a Parcel ID or PID. When stitched together digitally,
a collection of parcel polygons is known as the parcel fabric or cadastre. In the province of British
Columbia an integrated parcel fabric is co-ordinated and distributed by the Integrated Cadastral
Information Society (ICIS).
Parcels are useful as a common geographical denominator for energy modelling and mapping because
parcels are:







a frequently updated common building block for local government planning and
the spatial unit to which zoning and other land use restrictions are most often applied
used to calculate future development potential
a common denominator, a small division of land that is flexible; energy use or other information
assigned to the parcel can be aggregated to any larger planning area including neighbourhoods,
census tracts or dissemination areas, traffic zones, or communities
managed in an integrated parcel fabric representing a province-wide readily available dataset

While integrated community energy mapping draws on data at a level of detail smaller than the parcel,
for instance building attributes, to perform analysis in support of planning processes at block,
neighbourhood or community-wide scale, the use of a common spatial unit of analysis is critical. Until
such a time as ICIS achieves a high level of adoption of the AddressBC initiative to develop authoritative
civic addressing, relating data at the building level will continue to be a time consuming endeavour,
particularly for large datasets. The parcel is therefore an efficient, practical and flexible common spatial
unit.
Figure 9 depicts the range of datasets that can be linked to the parcel. With the important exception of
those items shown in boxes with dashed lines (e.g., civic address, parcel ID, postal code and xy
coordinates), all data listed in the diagram is integrated in the SCEC3 model ArcGIS Application.
Attributes in boxes with dashed lines, including georeferencing attributes such as postal code, civic
address and x y co-ordinates and measured electricity and natural gas data were not available for this
project. These attributes would be important to include as a part of a comprehensive approach. Further
research and development of the ICEM-PDM is being carried out as a part of the province of BC’s Tract
and Neighbourhood Data Modelling (TaNDM) project.
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Figure 9 Multiple data linkages possible with the parcel data method

The parcel fabric is a spatial dataset, created and maintained in a Geographic Information System (GIS).
Aside from making building energy use visible by depicting it on a map, the main reason why GIS is
required to properly assess building energy use and GHG emissions is to assist with handling complex
data integration. In addition to the proper attribution of utility and renewable energy potential data to a
building, there is significant complexity in the relationships between parcels, buildings and the individual
residential or commercial units within buildings. One only needs to look around in a medium or large
community to see the wide variety of building types and spatial configurations in which they are
organized in the landscape. What is not visible to the untrained eye, are the specific relationships
between the buildings and the one-or more parcels on which they are built.
These complexities, aptly described by BC Assessment as “one-to-many relationships in both directions”,
seem to extend beyond what can be effectively handled by a relational database. Spatial analysis and
the ability to visualize and assess spatial relationships and patterns appear to provide the additional
analytical functionality essential for establishing correct linkages between parcels, the buildings and
their units and associated energy , GHG emissions and cost data for current and future scenarios. The
parcel as a common spatial denominator enables aggregation of any information attributed to it, to any
geographical scale; this is another important relatively basic functionality of GIS.
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In order to effectively apply modelled energy intensity and associated GHG emission and cost figures to
the housing stock, housing and building attributes described in the tax assessment records need to be
organized in a certain way. Each row of housing information must contain a parcel ID (PID) number to
facilitate a link with the GIS parcel layer. There must be attributes that identify the number of dwelling
units and the total floor area for all of these units. There must also be an archetype assigned so that
modelled energy use values specific to that archetype can be appropriately assigned.
To demystify some of these complexities, the following is a list of the main ‘parcel- building-unit’
configurations or cases. Common data challenges and means of their resolutions are described to
establish reliable linkages between building attributes and solar potentials to the parcel via the PID.
Case 1: Single family detached dwelling on one parcel
This is the most straightforward data relationship, with one jurisdiction and roll (jur-roll) number
associated with one PID number. Fortunately, this is also the most common arrangement meaning that
the majority of building attribute-to-parcel data linkages are relatively easy to establish. For solar
installation, there is only one roof and one building footprint, so it is easy to know where the potential
installation would be.
Case 2: Single family detached dwelling on two parcels
This is a fairly straightforward data relationship between jur-roll and PID, similar for the most part to
Case 1. Building attribute data found in the jur-roll would be associated with one of the two PIDs. If it
were assigned to both of the PIDs there could be a potential for double-counting of information. It is
challenging to assign the solar potential to the appropriate parcel since the building’s footprint, a data
element provided by the City, is not necessarily linked with the same PID as the jur-roll. The solution is
to assign the solar potential to the PID that is linked with the jur-roll data.
Case 3: Duplex on one parcel
As with Case 1, a direct relationship can be made between building attribute information held in the jurroll to the polygon delimiting the parcel’s boundary via the PID. A tricky situation can arise when it
appears that there are two sets of identical building attributes. These are not duplicate entries but are
only maintained as such for ease of data management and entry by BC Assessment. Two BCA data fields
‘Main Building ID’ and/or ‘Predominant Building’ can clarify that the duplicate entries are in fact for two
separate identical dwelling units. The method for assigning solar potential is the same as in Case 1.
Case 4: Duplex on two parcels
Treated in a similar fashion to Case 2 with recognition of the issue of identical but unique sides of a
duplex as described in Case 3. Attributes including floor area will be assigned to the parcel that is
identified in the BCA database via the PID. Linking of solar potential is the same as in Case 1.
Case 5: Multiple units in one building on one parcel
Because there can be multiple buildings on one parcel, potentially different building types, uses and
associated variation in energy performance. The SCEC3 model contains a housing data table that holds
information unique to the jur-roll number. It is possible to hold this information at a more detailed subbuilding level, with the requirement that each record has its own unique identifier that associates it to
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the PID. In this way, the attributes of multiple buildings on one parcel can be linked and aggregated
using the PID.
Case 6: Mixed use building on one parcel, Case 7: Multiple mixed-use buildings on one parcel &
Case 8: Multi-unit building with multiple PIDs
These three cases are variations on a theme. A typical case with strata units in a condo or apartment is
that there are multiple Parcel IDs (PIDs) associated with one lot or one building that may be on one or
more parcels. Examples of typical cases include one building with commercial on the lower floors and
residential on the upper floors or a strata development with one building with commercial on the lower
floors and residential on the upper floors next to a building of row houses located on the same parcel.
When a strata lot is created, it is assigned its own PID number, but unlike most PID numbers that relate
to a piece of land, this strata PID typically represents one unit in a multi-unit building and not the actual
parcel that is part of the integrated parcel fabric held in the GIS layer. Each local government will have a
method to make a bridge for these unique cases to the GIS parcel fabric. It is necessary to make sure all
jur-roll combinations are connected to a spatial parcel boundary in some way.
In order to calculate solar potential for multiple buildings on one lot, solar potential is calculated for
each building footprint.

Figure 10

Examples of different unit-building-parcel cases
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6.3

Local Housing Archetype Identification

For the purposes of this paper, identifying and describing housing archetypes is outlined in this section
and modelling and simulation described in section 6.2. In practice this is a continuous process.
Figure 11 shows the general workflow to develop the baseline housing energy, GHG emissions and cost
factors for local housing archetypes. Local housing and building archetypes are identified, modelling and
simulations are performed to characterize their energy performance by source and end-use; associated
GHG emissions and costs are then calculated. The required energy, emissions and cost factors are
integrated into ArcGIS at the parcel level. For future scenarios, additional simulations are performed for
specified retrofit combinations and the energy GHG emissions and cost factors linked to the parcel.
Representative local housing archetypes in Prince George were identified and geometric, thermal and
mechanical characteristics specified through a comparative analysis of general building attribute
information on the whole residential building stock found in BC Assessment tax records and the more
detailed building attribute information contained in available ecoENERGY Retrofit audit records. This
process involved collaboration between spatial modeller Vive le Monde Mapping, CanmetENERGY and
SAR Engineering, a firm specializing in housing energy simulation. SAR Engineering performed the initial
housing energy modelling and simulation in the 2009-2010 timeframe. On the basis of feedback
obtained from city staff and community members, supplementary housing energy simulation was
performed in 2011-2012 by CanmetENERGY.

Figure 11

Method for local housing archetype identification, characterization and simulation
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Using the ecoENERGY Retrofit audit records, pre-retrofit D audit files were matched with post-retrofit E
audit files. To identify and characterize local housing archetypes, a first classification was made by
grouping ecoENERGY retrofit audit records into seven categories based on housing type and building
code era. This was refined through analysis of the BCA records for building type, age and floor area
attributes. The number and percentage of housing types were examined first. As shown in Figure 12,
single family detached dwellings were found to comprise 65% or two-thirds of dwelling units in Prince
George, with apartments and row houses making up 13% each. This analysis also revealed that mobile
homes comprise slightly less than 9% of dwellings. On the basis of this analysis it was determined that
for existing dwellings, archetypes would be established for single family dwellings (SFDs), row houses,
apartments or MURBs and mobile homes.

Figure 12

Mix of residential housing types in Prince George, BC, 2008

Next, the age distribution of dwellings belonging to each of the housing types was explored. Since single
family detached dwellings (SFDs) are the most common housing type in Prince George, to reflect the
different energy performance of homes in different building code eras, two SFD age groupings were
identified: houses built from 1943 to 1977 and those from 1978 to 1996. Fewer houses were built
between 1996 and 2007 therefore an existing housing archetype was not defined for this time period.
Row houses were found to have been built mostly from 1963 to 1992, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13

Distribution of year built for row houses
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Geometric characteristics were considered next. A large proportion of one storey single family dwellings,
44% of the overall housing stock, were identified. The SFD1 archetype was specified as one story single
family dwellings built between 1943 and 1977. In the 1978-1996 age range, SFD2 was also specified as
one storey. A third single family archetype, SFD3, was created to reflect newer two storey dwellings.
After housing type and age, floor area was a third building attribute assessed to ensure that archetypes
were representative of the local residential housing stock. Figure 14 shows the histogram analysis for
SFD1. Single family dwellings built between 1943 and 1977 in Prince George were found to have an
average floor area of 1943 square feet or 180 m2. This value is similar to the average floor area used for
single family detached dwellings in BC Hydro’s Conservation Potential Review (CPR). The CPR used an
average floor area of 192 square meters.

Figure 14

Distribution of floor area for single family detached houses

Floor area is a key building attribute. It is the floor area of individual buildings by which energy and
emissions factors for space conditioning (heating and cooling) are multiplied.
Statistical analysis was also conducted on ecoENERGY audit records for Prince George, grouped by
archetype. Of the 701 Prince George records in the EcoENERGY database in 2009, 602 were grouped to
create archetypes. Additionally, an older ecoENERGY record database was used to specify a mobile
home archetype, based on 82 records across all of BC and all ages. Using the ecoENERGY records,
average or most representative values for geometric, thermal characteristics and mechanical systems
were calculated. For floor area and volume, the maximum, 75th percentile, mean, median, 25th
percentile, minimum, and standard deviation were worked out. Average measurements for perimeter
and height and building envelope components such as exterior wall, basement walls and ceilings were
calculated. Thermal performance characteristics were also assessed: RSI values for components such as
roof and wall assemblies were established according to the most common type. Space heating
mechanical system including fuel type, furnace type and efficiency and hot water heating system fuel,
tank type and efficiency were also established according to those most commonly found.
Analysis of typical retrofits was carried out for each housing archetype, using the post retrofit
ecoENERGY audits. Upgrading the natural gas furnace to a condensing model was most common,
occurring in 65 to 93% of houses depending on the archetype. Another common retrofit involved
replacing some or all of the windows with Energy Star high performance windows; this occurred in 17 to
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54% of houses. 6 to 17% of existing houses had basement walls insulation. While only 4 to 12% of
houses were retrofitted with an air source heat pump, the natural gas efficiencies achieved and
associated reduction in GHG emissions were substantial.
For new construction, archetypes were developed for two single family detached, one row house and
one apartment. For the new SFD, ecoENERGY records in the post-1997 timeframe were used to derive
geometric characteristics and thermal performance established according to 2008 BC Building Code
(BCBC). The 2008 BCBC was also used to specific thermal performance for the new row house and floor
area was obtained from BC Assessment records. To provide a high efficiency choice, a simulation was
also completed for a SFD built to next generation R-2000 standards or approximately EGH 86. Local
housing archetypes were not based only on housing type, year built and engineering assumptions, but
on detailed characteristics found in local ecoENERGY records.

Future

Existing

Table 4 Residential building archetypes and their attributes, Prince George, BC

6.4

Archetype

EGH Records

Age

SFD1

326

SFD2

2

Storeys

Floor Area (m )

Heating System

’43-‘77

1

192

Natural Gas

148

’78-‘96

1

217

Natural Gas

SFD3

76

’78-‘96

2

282

Natural Gas

ROW1

40

’63-‘92

1

161

Natural Gas

MOBILE

10

all years

1

80

Natural Gas

MURB/suite

n/a

‘72

<5

77

Natural Gas + Electric Baseboards

MURB/suite

n/a

‘73

>5

59

Natural Gas + Electric Baseboards

SFD 2008 BCBC

12

2008 BCBC

2

259

Natural Gas

SFD EGH 86

n/a

EGH 86

2

270

Natural Gas

Row 2008 BCBC

BCA

2008 BCBC

2

240

Natural Gas

Housing Energy Modelling and Simulation

Using the geometric, thermal characteristics and mechanical system specifications described above,
housing archetypes were modelled and their energy performance simulated using HOT2000. Excel was
an essential ‘go- between’ software, used both to prepare data for input into HOT2000 and also as the
location to which HOT2000 results were output in preparation for integration into ArcGIS.
HOT2000 was used in general mode with the 2007 weather file adjusted to dry bulb temperature. This
was done so that the overall model could aim to match utility data for the residential sector found in the
2007 CEEI report. Environment Canada provided advice that 2007, a warmer than average year, would
be more representative of future temperatures than the 30 year historical average (Bass, 2009).
Occupancy of three people per single family dwelling and mobile home and two people per row house
and apartment was assumed based on the 2006 census average. Plug loads for appliances and lighting
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as well as inside temperatures were assumed from the BC Hydro 2007 Conservation Potential Review
(BC Hydro, 2007).
Total annual household energy consumption was calculated by source and end-use, expressed in
kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity and cubic meters (m3) of natural gas; whole house energy use was
summed in gigajoules (GJ). Total annual household GHG emissions were calculated according to both BC
provincial emissions factors and national emissions factors found as defaults in HOT2000. Total annual
operating energy cost was calculated for 2007 and future years according to BC Hydro and Fortis BC rate
projections. These were not provided for the full planning horizon and so the same rate increase was
extended to2040. Simulations for all archetypes were also run in EnerGuide mode to establish
EnerGuide for Houses (EGH) ratings under standard operating conditions. Table 5 lists baseline results.
The SCEC3 Excel Dashboard contains the HOT2000 outputs for energy performance and GHG emissions
for base case and retrofits associated with each archetype. All fields generated by HOT2000 were
included but not all were required. Information was first summarized in the HEAO worksheet; essential
information required to run the SCEC3 model is located in the DashInputs_NRCanSimulations worksheet.
The data in the refHEAO worksheet were exported from HOT2000 in a .csv format and manually brought
into Excel.
Houses are systems and retrofit savings cannot be calculated cumulatively for multiple retrofits;
simulations were performed for the base case, retrofits on an individual basis and for combination
retrofits. Individual simulations and associated energy use, energy intensities and payback periods are
listed in
Table 6. The base case, furnace upgrade and instantaneous hot water, furnace and closed chimney
combined retrofit simulations (in bold) are those incorporated into the overall scenario analysis
conducted in the 2011-2012 timeframe. The results of these three simulations are also visualized in
Sankey diagrams in Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17.
These two retrofit types were selected based on feedback from the community, City staff and a local
housing energy auditor that they would be both the most likely to occur and the best value for money in
terms of capital costs vs. operating energy cost savings. This illustrates the amount of detail involved in
conducting housing and building energy simulation for multiple scenarios and the choices regarding
appropriate information to carry forward for inclusion in integrated scenarios for further analysis using
the ArcGIS Application.
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Table 5 Residential archetypes and their baseline energy performance, Prince George, BC

Future

Existing

Archetype

2

Floor Area (m )

Total Annual
Energy (GJ)

Energy Intensity
2
(GJ/m )

Total Annual Energy
(kwh)

2

Energy Intensity (kwh/m )

SFD1

192

149

0.77

41302

215

SFD2

217

145

0.67

40193

185

SFD3

282

167

0.59

46387

164

ROW1

161

85

.52

23065

147

MURB/suite

77

36

.47

12750

165

MURB/suite

59

39

.67

11294

192

SFD

259

73

0.28

33114

122

SFD

270

119

0.44

21600

80

Row

240

87

.36

24110

100

Table 6 SFD1 Retrofit Scenarios and Calculated Simple Payback after 13, 18 and 28 years
For 13 years from 2012 –
2025

SFD1
Single Family
1943-1977

Capital
Costs

1 storey,

($)

Simple
Payback
(years)

For 28 years from 2012
to 2040

Total
energy
costs ($)

Savings
after
retrofit
costs ($)

Total
energy
costs ($)

Savings
after
retrofit
costs ($)

Total energy
costs ($)

Savings
after
retrofit
costs
($)

n/a

38,943

0

57,185

0

95,138

0

NG space heating
No retrofits/ base case

For 18 years from 2012
to 2030

Attic Upgrade contractor

1,100

14

37,850

277

55,580

790

92,465

1,858

Attic Upgrade homeowner

1,000

13

37,850

772

55,580

1,285

92,465

2,353

Furnace Upgrade w/DC motor

5,100

10

31,275

2,567

45,914

6,171

76,369

13,669

Window Upgrade - Soft Coat .04,
Ar, IS

649

9

37,942

-1,787

55,715

-1,317

92,690

-339

Basement Upgrade to R20 contractor

616

6

37,343

-82

54,834

669

91,223

2,233

Basement Upgrade to R20 homeowner

423

4

37,343

397

54,834

1,148

91,223

2,712

ASHP 3T

6,590

13

31,658

2,195

46,428

5,668

77,152

12,896

DHW Upgrade

2,500

19

37,246

-604

54,692

194

90,985

1,853

2,787

7

38,269

-1,607

56,196

-1,290

93,490

-632

9

33,018

1,547

48,477

4,331

80,637

10,124

Window Upgrade
.04, Argon

Soft Coat

Wall Insulation Upgrade - Add
minimum of R9
Window, Bsmt. & Furnace
Upgrade

6,365

14

29,052

829

42,646

5,478

70,927

14,880

Window, Bsmt., Furnace, ASHP
3T Upgrade

12,955

14

27,022

-2,232

39,616

3,417

65,813

14,903

8

24,839

6,629

36,453

13,257

60,614

27,048

Furnace, DHW, Closed Chimney
Upgrade
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Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17

SFD Base case modelling results

SFD furnace upgrade modelling results

SFD combination retrofit modelling results
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In 2011-2012, specifications of retrofits originally simulated in 2009-2010 were compared against those
required to obtain grants through LiveSmart BC. Some adjustments were made to ensure the
information in the SCEC3 model was current enabling a homeowner to have an accurate estimate of
expected energy savings, and to qualify for available incentives. HOT2000 was used to redo previous
simulations. The basement upgrade matched both incentive programs, but to qualify for a higher
incentive the simulation was updated adding a minimum of R23 to 100% of the surface area. For SFD1,
SFD2, SFD3 and ROW1, gas furnace efficiency was increased to 95% and exterior wall insulation
increased to a minimum of R9 to 100% of the building.
In response to feedback obtained through the community energy charrette, additional simulations were
performed. For SFD1, a new low cost combination retrofit included a condensing furnace (95%
efficiency), an instantaneous hot water heater and sealing the chimney opening of a wood burning
fireplace. This last measure was simulated by adjusting the equivalent leakage area in HOT2000. This
simulation was completed for only SFD1, the predominant housing archetype in the city. In the course of
re-doing these simulations, it was observed that heat loss values were much lower than those simulated
in 2009. CanmetENERGY simulation specialists were consulted and the new values were used and
manually input into the refHEAO worksheet.
After retrofits were changed in HOT2000, energy consumption information was exported using two
different methods. A batch export script developed by NRCan’s Chris Kearny exported the required
information from the simulations in one operation reducing the time required to extract the necessary
information from HOT2000. The batch export script exports specified variables both into a format
suitable for input into Excel and into a house report containing all information for each simulation in one
file. Data from the batch export was used for heat loss in mega joules (MJ) from building components
including ceiling, walls, foundation and windows and doors.
Difficulties were encountered and batch export data was manually transferred into Excel. To improve
the batch export process, variable names and the script for variables outputting into multiple columns
should be clarified. This would facilitate generation of outputs, interpretation of results and integration
into GIS. Following the export process, new values were added to ‘refHEAO’ worksheet in the Excel
Dashboard. Changes were dynamically reflected in corresponding GIS Inputs.

6.4 Apartment Archetype Identification and Energy Modelling and
Simulation
To develop profiles of residential energy use in apartment units in Multiple-Unit Residential Buildings
(MURBs), analysis was conducted on apartment building data provided by BC Assessment.
It is widely recognized that MURBs are a housing type for which little authoritative data exists that is
valid for use at the community scale. Since no dataset similar to the ecoENERGY retrofit audit records
was available for apartments, buildings representative of the predominant building type and age of
construction were identified by city staff. Data was provided by the City on the age of the building, floor
area, roof area, wall area, window area, number of stories and number of units. Using this data, whole
building energy performance was simulated using the Screening Tool for New Building Design (NRCan,
2012). Whole building energy performance values were then divided by the number of units, resulting in
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total annual energy consumption per unit. Included in this number is the unit’s portion of energy use in
common areas. Occupancy for apartments was assumed to be two persons per suite.

Figure 18

Using BCA data to identify average age of apartment buildings of less than five storeys

The Screening Tool is a web-based tool that allows the user to input building attributes related to the
building shell, mechanical system and lighting and calculates annual whole building energy use and cost.
The outputs are given per end use (cooling, heating, lights, equipment, auxiliary and service water heat)
and broken down into electricity and fossil fuels. Some additional calculations were required and
outputs manually copied and pasted into the Multi-family Energy Analysis Outputs worksheet
(re_MEAO) in the Excel Dashboard. The Commercial Energy Analysis Outputs (CEAO) worksheet
contained information about energy consumption for various commercial buildings.
Several combinations of retrofit measures were developed for three apartment buildings, one with less
than 5 storeys, one with more than 5 storeys and one four-plex. These buildings are referred to as
Multiple-Unit Residential Buildings (MURBs). Retrofits to apartments are typically done on a whole
building basis, as are energy simulations to calculate estimated energy performance improvements. To
present simple information, three energy efficiency thresholds of 10%, 20% and 30% were chosen based
on a combination of retrofit actions. The apartment with less than five storeys achieves energy
efficiencies of 10%, 20% and 40% due to building characteristics.
Table 7 Energy intensity of MURB retrofit combinations
MURB

Baseline

Archetype

GJ/ m2
/year

kWh/m2/
year

10% increase in efficiency

20% increase in efficiency

30% increase in efficiency

GJ/ m2
/year

GJ/ m2
/year

GJ/ m2 /year

kWh/m2/yea
r

kWh/m2/ye
ar

kWh/m2/year

Apt < 5
storeys

.60

167

0.53

147

0.45

125

0.33

92

Apt > 5
storeys

.69

192

0.61

169

0.50

139

0.48

133

Fourplex

.45

125

0.70

195

0.34

95

0.31

86

Since retrofits to MURBs are context-specific, no capital retrofit cost data were obtained for these
buildings. Community-wide cost savings estimates therefore do not include the capital costs and savings
associated with MURB retrofits.
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6.5

Renewable Energy Technologies

The SCEC3 model enables assessment of three renewable energy technologies: solar domestic hot water
(DHW), solar photovoltaic (PV) and biomass district energy. In 2011-2012, a method for assessing
geothermal energy opportunities was also explored but not undertaken due to lack of data and time.
6.5.1

Suitable Roof Area for Solar DWH and Solar PV Panels

University of British Columbia PhD candidate Rory Tooke developed a specific analysis routine to explore
the general technical potential for energy captured from the sun and used to produce electricity using
photovoltaic (PV) technology or hot water using solar domestic hot water (SDHW) systems. Both PV and
SDHW systems are developed as panels, and they are typically mounted to building rooftops.
Depending on the placement of the panels and the domestic energy use, a SDHW and PV system
together can provide a substantial portion of a household’s energy requirements. Current SDHW
systems are developed as 3m2 panels, and in most cases 2 panels are mounted side by side on
residential rooftops to supply hot water to the residents of the building. PV panels have a greater range
in sizes and are often smaller than SDHW with more flexible mounting options. As a result, the
assessment conducted in this report assumes the application of a 2-panel SDHW system requiring 8m2
of roof space with a constant plane and a minimum of 25m2 of south facing roof-space for PV.
To determine those buildings within the City of Prince George suitable for adopting solar energy
technologies, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data was integrated with two-dimensional (2D)
representations of building outlines. Both the LiDAR dataset and building outlines were provided by the
City of Prince George. The LiDAR dataset was derived from an aerial sensor used to provide laser scans
of the city surface. Current LiDAR sensors emit over 100,000 laser pulses per second, enabling a highly
accurate representation of the three-dimensional (3D) form of surface features such as buildings, trees
and terrain. The raw LiDAR data are stored as ‘point clouds’ in a binary LAS file with each point
containing x, y and z coordinates. To facilitate analysis, the points are converted to ASCII format and
then interpolated to create a gridded surface where each cell in the grid represents 1 m2 on the ground.
This layer representing the surface of the city, also referred to as the digital surface model (DSM), is then
used to conduct an analysis of areas suitable for installing both PV and SDHW panels.
Using the DSM as input, the slope and orientation of each cell are calculated using common algorithms
(Zhou and Liu, 2004). At this stage, the building outlines are integrated with measures of slope and
orientation to facilitate the assessment of individual buildings suitable for installing each solar energy
technology. The building outlines provide an accurate representation of the 2D shape of each building
across the city, and are used as the bounding perimeter for determining potential areas on the roof that
can accommodate solar panels.
The first step in this procedure is to find areas of the roof that face south. To do this, cells from the
orientation layer with values between 135 and 225 degrees are selected. The total area of south facing
roof is then calculated to determine whether the minimum 25m2 threshold is met to accommodate a PV
installation. Using the same south-facing roof cells, a second step is required to assess contiguous cells
with a constant plane large enough to fit a 2-panel SDHW system (8m2). Due to the interpolation
procedure and accuracy of the LiDAR points, the approach used in this report allows for tolerance of +2.5 degrees when determining a constant plane. Using this tolerance threshold, the algorithm then
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filters the slope and orientation layers for 8m2 of contiguous roof space. Finally, those buildings that
meet all of the aforementioned criteria are selected as suitable candidates in terms of rooftop area for
the adoption of SDHW.
Results of the LiDAR analysis show that 24% of existing residential dwellings (7,118 of 29,658 units) have
suitable roof to enable installation of two panels required for a solar DWH. Due to the smaller suitable
roof area required, 35% of existing dwellings (10,402 of 29,658 units) could accommodate solar PV.
The methodology described above provides a basic assessment; however, the use of similar datasets
and more advanced algorithms would provide highly accurate estimates of actual energy output across
the area covered by LiDAR data. Current models (Tooke et al., 2012), integrate satellite images of cloud
cover, aerosols and topographic features with LiDAR to capture atmospheric and shading effects
enabling accurate solar irradiance estimates at detailed spatio-temporal scales.
Following the identification of suitable roof areas for solar placement, and using established system
specifications, estimates of general technical potential for electricity generation from solar photovoltaic
systems and thermal generation from solar domestic hot water systems were calculated at a prefeasibility level in RETScreen.
For the solar thermal energy calculations, daily household DHW demand was assumed to be 190 litres
per day at 55°C delivery temperature. A system consisting of two standard sized (~2.7 m2 each) glazed
solar collectors with storage tank was assumed, having propylene glycol as the working fluid. Tilt angle
was assumed to be equal to latitude, and orientation was varied incrementally to generate the impact of
non-southerly roof exposures on solar energy capture. Losses factors were included to account for snow
and dirt coverage on the collectors. A solar powered pump to circulate the working fluid through the
system was included in the analysis, thus eliminating any parasitic electrical load for pumping.
In the photovoltaic RETScreen analysis, annual electrical energy production was estimated for a single
standard sized PV panel (240W rated output with ~1.6 m2 area) factoring similar assumptions as used
with the SDHW analysis and accounting for inverter energy conversion efficiency, other miscellaneous
loses, and potential panel shading. Based upon suitable roof area available at appropriate orientation
and sun exposure, individual household electrical production potential was then determined.
In each analysis, collector specifications were selected based upon those typically carried by local
equipment suppliers.Table 8 provides an indication of payback periods and potential cumulative cost
savings or shortfalls on a household basis associated with solar DWH and solar PV installations.
Table 8 Payback periods and potential savings with solar DWH and solar PV installations
For 13 years from 2012 2025

SFD1
Single Family
1943-1977

Capital
Cost

Simple
Payback

1 storey,
NG space heating

For 18 years from 2012 to
2030

Savings in
total
energy
costs

Savings
after
capital
costs

Total
energy
costs

Savings
after

For 28 years from 2012
to 2040
Total energy
costs

capital costs

Savings
after
capital
costs

Solar DWH

8,000

17

5,945

-2,054

8,540

540

13,335

5,334

Solar PV

17,220

50

3,676

-13,544

5,383

-11,837

8,932

-8,288
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6.5.2

Assumptions for District Energy Connections

Calculations were completed by Prince George’s Community Energy Manager estimating that the
existing district energy system could supply space heat and hot water to 600 new apartment units in the
downtown neighbourhood. The cost of installing a heat exchanger to connect to the district energy
system was also estimated.
The estimated number of apartment units was determined based upon the excess DH plant capacity
available. Apartment space heating loads of approximately 40 W/m2 were assumed with average
apartment unit size of 80m2. It was assumed that space heating was the dominant heating load. This
would be typical in installations having domestic hot water storage. Load diversity factors were applied
to account for non-coincidence of peak heating demand from all units. Factoring distribution losses and
allowing for some degree of load variance in actual operation over design conditions, 600 apartment
units was deemed to be a reasonable value for potential connection for the available 2 MW of plant
capacity.
6.5.3

Assumptions for future electricity and natural gas rates

It is necessary to make assumptions regarding future utility rates to be able to calculate future operating
energy costs and estimated savings under alternate future scenarios. Figure 19 illustrates the
assumptions made for the SCEC3 model. Units of energy have been converted to GJs to enable a strict
comparison.

Figure 19

Electricity, natural gas and district energy rate projections
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6.6

SCEC3 Model Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application Workflow

The SCEC3 model relies on an inter play between a custom Excel Dashboard and an ArcGIS Application
composed of two Python scripts. Python is a programming language customized for use with ArcGIS.
Using Excel and ArcGIS in combination, leverages the modelling capabilities of Excel and the spatial data
integration and modelling capabilities of a GIS. The advantage a collaborative modelling approach
leveraging the knowledge and skill of both GIS staff and planners is made possible.
The Excel Dashboard contains data needed to run the ArcGIS Application as well as an interactive
worksheet that allows for a quick evaluation of future scenarios. The Excel Dashboard holds information
for baseline values and one future scenario. To explore multiple future scenarios in Excel, separate Excel
Dashboard files should be saved. The ArcGIS Application stores results for multiple scenarios in one file
geodatabase (FGDB). It specifies at the parcel level, the number and type of units of new construction,
and number and type of retrofits and renewables; their rate of implementation is calculated on an
annual basis. Analysis in the GIS Application can therefore be run at any level of geography and on an
annual basis for any calendar year.
The purpose of the Excel Dashboard is to test and dynamically view the results of a variety of future
scenarios, allowing efficient exploration a model run is completed in the ArcGIS Application. A model run
for one future scenario in ArcGIS for Prince George took two and a half hours in total: an hour and a half
to build the baseline and another hour to generate one future scenario. The baseline needs to be built
only once, until such a time as there are updates to any of the GIS layers and Excel worksheets used as
inputs.
The open design and stepwise implementation of the model creates the flexibility to:







adjust the assignment of future growth at the neighbourhood or community scales
redefine future densities according to zoning category at the parcel level
run the model with different neighbourhood boundaries
update the number and types for retrofits
change the capacity for district energy and renewable energy at the parcel level
re-run the model to reflect any significant data updates

Figure 20 shows the SCEC3 model workflow. The four major phases to develop and use the SCEC3 model
are to prepare data, design future scenarios, run the model and analyse results and finally to prepare
visualizations for presentation. Within the four phases, there are ten steps, some of which involve data
preparation completed outside of the model and other requiring back-and-forth transfers of worksheets
between the ArcGIS Application and the Excel Dashboard. These transfers involve copying and pasting
tables exported from the ArcGIS Application into the Excel Dashboard and importing tables from Excel
Dashboard into the ArcGIS Application. The column on the far right indicates which Python script has
been developed to automate the calculations in a given step.
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Figure 20

3

SCEC model workflow

Step 1 includes organizing data tables and GIS layers listed is required by the model including the local
housing archetype identification and energy modelling and simulation work described in sections 6.1
through 6.5. The creation of housing and building energy intensity factors for baseline and retrofit
scenarios are completed in HOT2000 and the Screening Tool and referenced appropriately in the
housing attribute table and the simulation worksheet of the Excel Dashboard workbook. Associated GHG
emissions and utility cost projections are entered in their respective reference sheets of the Excel
Dashboard workbook.
Step 2 uses the ArcGIS Application to calculate a baseline energy use, emission and cost profile with
existing residential dwellings allocated in neighbourhood planning areas as defined by the
neighbourhood GIS layer. The potential for future residential dwellings is calculated based on future
density permitted by zoning.
Step 3 requires the fields in ArcGIS relating to capacity for solar and district energy to be updated with
values that indicate the total potential for renewable energy technology integration within each parcel.
For solar capacity a value must be entered in the ‘SolarCap’ field in the SCEC3 Excel Dashboard, reflecting
the total viable roof area in m2 for solar DWH or solar PV panel placement. For district energy capacity
the total number of units that could be connected is entered in the Dashboard’s ‘DESCap’ field.
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In the Excel Dashboard, renewable energy technologies can be assigned regardless of capacity; i.e.,
renewable energy could be assigned to 100% of all dwellings regardless of whether or not this is
feasible.
Step 4 involves distributing future residential density (units of new construction) with growth emphasis
on different neighbourhoods by entering a number for total new units per neighbourhood in the Excel
Dashboard.
In Steps 5, 6 and 7 the number and type of units of new construction, retrofits to existing units, and
renewables must first be assigned in the Excel Dashboard before being distributed spatially and
calculated more precisely in the ArcGIS Application.
The dashed line from Step 7 to Step 10 in the Excel Dashboard column indicates that a rough calculation
of a future scenario can be performed using the Excel Dashboard. The solid line from Step 7 to Step 9 in
the ArcGIS Application column indicates that a more detailed future scenario calculation occurs in the
ArcGIS Application.
Step 10 involves a comparison and presentation of results from alternate future scenarios occurring
outside of the automated steps of the Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application. The Excel Dashboard
contains basic bar charts to compare baseline with future scenario results, one scenario at a time. There
are four ArcGIS map document templates, two for energy and two for emissions (one each for dwelling
unit averages and totals per neighbourhood), that can compare results generated automatically at the
neighbourhood level for a baseline year, a BAU future and three alternate futures. Two additional Excel
templates are available to compare results from the same number of scenario runs by either a copy-andpaste of tables automatically exported from the ArcGIS Application into the ‘Energy emissions and cost
comparison graphs.xls’ or by entering summary values gathered from ArcGIS results into the ‘Summary
energy emissions and cost bar charts.xls’. For additional details on the functionality and use of the SCEC3
model, please refer to the SCEC3 Model User’s Guide (Korteling, 2012).
6.6.2 Relationship between SCEC3 Model Excel Dashboard and GIS Application
Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application calculations follow the same mathematical operation. For a
given housing archetype, modelled energy intensity factors for space heat and plug load electricity are
multiplied by the floor area of dwellings corresponding to the archetype. Annual energy use for hot
water is calculated on a per unit basis and modelled values of either electricity (kWh) or natural gas (m3)
are assigned to dwellings corresponding to a given archetype. All values are then multiplied by their
respective conversion factors and summed to arrive at annual whole house energy use described in
gigajoules (GJ). Annual GHG emissions are calculated using appropriate conversion factors to account for
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) GHG emissions for kWh of electricity and m3 of natural gas. Projected
annual costs for energy use are calculated based on projected utility rates for electricity and natural gas.
The annual operation cost for both energy sources also includes fixed monthly costs. Capital costs for
retrofits and renewable energy technologies are added when either of these occur.
Baseline annual energy use is calculated in the housing data table at the smallest level of detail possible,
recorded in ten columns composed of two sets of five columns. The two sets include one for single
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family detached dwellings (single family detached and mobile homes) and one for multi-unit dwellings
(row houses and apartments). The five columns include:






kWh of electricity for hot water
m3 of natural gas for hot water
kWh of electricity for space heat
m3 of natural gas for space heat
kWh of electricity for plug load lighting, appliances and other uses.

Calculations are made most commonly at the building level, but can also be made for smaller divisions
within a building.
As previously mentioned, the level of detail calculated in the Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application are
different. In the Excel Dashboard, baseline electricity and natural gas values are presented for each
neighbourhood, grouped by four building categories: single family detached, mobile homes, row houses
and apartments.
In the ArcGIS Application, baseline values are stored in the housing data table for each dwelling unit or
group of dwelling units. In both the Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS Application the additional energy
required by new construction is added as a total value differentiated by source (more accurately energy
carrier in the case of electricity) and end-use for single family detached dwellings and multi-unit
attached dwellings (row houses and apartments). In the Excel Dashboard, new construction is added to
each neighbourhood; in the GIS Application new construction is added to individual parcels if they have
development potential. Energy use by source and end use is assigned to each unit of new construction.
In the Excel Dashboard the impact of retrofits is calculated as a reduction in energy use by source and
end use for a dwelling of an average size from each of the four main building categories. In the GIS
Application, the impact of retrofits are calculated at the smallest division of housing unit possible in the
housing data table and are distributed randomly within each neighbourhood. The annual amount of
energy derived from renewable energy sources is recorded, differentiated by end use. In both the Excel
Dashboard and GIS Application this amount of renewable energy is allocated differently to single family
detached dwellings and multi-unit attached dwellings to account for differences in the potential amount
of energy that can be replaced with renewable sources. For example, solar domestic hot water displaces
a different amount of energy for single family dwelling and row houses. There are also issues related to
the integration of renewable energy technologies specific to structural differences. In the Excel
Dashboard the impact of renewable energy sources is assigned by neighbourhood without any
constraints; in the ArcGIS Application it is assigned to each individual parcel and can only be assigned if
the conditions to accommodate a particular type of renewable energy have been assessed to exist on a
given parcel; for example, the roof orientation of some existing dwellings does not provide enough solar
exposure to make the installation of solar domestic hot water system feasible. In the ArcGIS, SWDH
cannot be assigned to these parcels. Similarly, the ArcGIS Application will only assign district energy to a
parcel which has been identified as potentially feasible for a district energy connection. In the Excel
Dashboard, renewable energy sources can be assigned to any and all dwelling units.
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6.7

Structured Future Scenario Selection

Future scenarios enable exploration of the energy, GHG emissions and cost implications of three
scenario elements: 1) types, rates and location of new construction, 2) types and rates and location of
retrofits to existing dwellings and 3) types and rates and location of renewable energy technology
integration.
A scenario development process will envision storylines for a reference case, often called Business As
Usual (BAU), and limited number of alternate future scenarios. These scenarios will be populated with
reasonable quantitative assumptions. For the Prince George residential sector, values for percent
implementation and combinations of new construction, retrofits to existing dwellings and renewable
energy technologies were decided through discussion with city staff, local housing energy advisors and
renewable energy technology installers. A future scenarios matrix, Table 9, was developed outlining
three approaches to growth patterns and new construction, retrofits and renewable energy technology
integration. For these three approaches, quantitative assumptions were for the scenario elements were
specified to correspond to what was viewed as BAU, ‘Increased’ and ‘Intensified’ levels of policy and
implementation effort.
For the new construction scenario element, three quantitative thresholds were developed following
possible approaches to types and location of new construction. The first was called Standard Suburban,
or what would be consistent with a BAU approach of building new single family dwellings in the outer
suburbs. The Neighbourhood Centres scenario was developed to be similar to the ‘node and corridors’
growth pattern outlined in the Official Community Plan, focusing new growth around nodes identified as
neighbourhood centres and along main transportation corridors. Finally the Downtown Infill scenario
was patterned after the growth strategy lined out in the Smart Growth on the Ground Concept Plan for
Downtown Prince George. The majority of new units would be higher density multi-unit residential
buildings and row houses in the downtown areas. Within these approaches to new growth, percentages
for housing type and split between building to the 2008 BCBC or a higher energy performance standard
of EGH 86 were also specified.
For the remaining two scenario elements of retrofits to existing dwellings and renewables, percentages
and associated numeric values were established in an incremental stepwise manner, beginning with
assumed to be ‘Business As Usual’. This was followed by establishing percentages that could be
reasonably expected with ‘Increased’ efforts to retrofits of existing housing and integration of
renewables. Finally percentages associated with an ‘Intensified’ rate, describe an upper limit of what
could be expected.
The future scenarios matrix, presented in Table 9, includes a code to differentiate the combinations: the
growth pattern denoted by ‘G’, retrofits by ‘ret’ and renewables by ‘ren’ within these three scenario
elements a numeric prefix is used: BAU is denoted by 1, ‘Increased’ by 2 and ‘Intensified’ by 3. For
example, G1-ret1-ren1 describes the Business as Usual Future, with a standard suburban growth pattern
and BAU business as usual adoption rates for retrofits and renewables. The codes in Table 9 assist with
the interpretation of results presented in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
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Table 9 Future Scenario Matrix
Growth Pattern for
New Construction
G1 – Standard Suburban
6% units in MURBs, 45% row
houses and 49% single family
Majority of development in
Phase 1 & 2 areas of the suburbs,
furthest away from the centre of
the neighbourhood.
SFDs 33% next generation R2000, 67% 2008 BC Building Code
(BCBC).

Retrofits to Existing (furnace upgrade and
combination packages – see Table 12 for
breakdown of retrofit type)
ret1 – Business As Usual
20% of all dwellings overall
30% of SFDs, 10% of row houses
2% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

ret2 – Increased
24% of all dwellings overall
30% of SFDs, 10% of row houses
2% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

Multi-family is 50% apartment in
downtown and Growth Priority
(GP) areas, elsewhere it is row
house; both are built to 2008
BCBC.

ret3 – Intensified
37% of all dwellings overall
50% of SFDs, 29% of row houses,
21% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

G2 – Neighbourhood Centres
16% units in MURBs, 35% row
houses and 49% single family

ret1 – Business As Usual
20% of all dwellings overall
30% of SFDs, 10% of row houses,
2% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

Majority of development in OCP
Growth Priority and Infill areas of
the suburbs.
SFDs 67% next generation R2000, 33% 2008 BCBC.
Multi-family is 50% apartment in
downtown and Growth Priority
(GP) areas, row houses
elsewhere; both are built to 2008
BCBC.

G3 – Downtown Infill
(47% units in MURBs, 35% row
houses and 18% single family)
Majority of development in the
Downtown.
SFDs 66% next generation R-2000
34% 2008 BCBC.
Row houses and MURBs are built
to 2008 BCBC. 600 units in
MURBs are served by district
energy.

ret2 - Increased
24% of all dwellings overall
35% of SFDs, 14% of row houses,
6% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

ret3 - Intensified
37% of all dwellings overall
50% of SFDs, 29% of row houses,
21% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

ret1 – Business As Usual
(average 20% of all dwellings)
30% of SFDs, 10% of row houses,
2% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs

ret2 Increased
24% of all dwellings overall
35% of SFDs, 14% of row houses,
6% of mobile homes and 10% of MURBs

ret3 Intensified
37% of all dwellings overall
50% of SFDs, 29% of row houses,
21% of mobile homes, 10% of MURBs
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Renewables Integrated
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV
ren1 – Business As Usual
1% solar DWH and 0.1% solar PV
ren2 – Increased
5% solar DWH and 0.5% solar PV
ren3 – Intensified
25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV

Figure 21

Visualizing 27 possible scenario combinations using a tree diagram

The twenty seven permutations presented in Table 9 and enable the exploration of incremental
improvements to growth patterns, completion of more retrofits and integration of more renewables. To
identify which combinations should be explored in detail in the ArcGIS Application, these twenty seven
combinations were first tested in the Excel Dashboard; results of this analysis are stated in section 7.1.
This approach illustrates the complex and layered nature of integrated future scenario development.
Sections 6.7.1 through 6.7.3 provide additional information on how quantitative assumptions were
specified for growth patterns for new construction, types and rates of retrofits and renewable energy
technology integration. Section 6.8 provides an overview of the four scenarios selected for analysis in
the SCEC3 Model ArcGIS Application. Results of this analysis are found in section 7.2.
6.7.1

Growth Patterns for New Construction

Scenario details specified to establish growth patterns include the type and rate of new construction,
expressed both as a percentage and absolute number of types of units on a per neighbourhood basis.
In both the Business As Usual and the Standard Suburban growth pattern, multi-family is 33%
apartments in downtown and growth priority (GP) areas and 77% row houses built elsewhere; both are
built to the 2008 BC Building Code (BCBC). Single family is 33% high performance, built to an EnerGuide
for Houses rating of 86 and 67% built to the 2008 BCBC.
The Neighbourhood Centres growth pattern was developed based on the nodes and corridors strategy
selected in the myPG ICSP process. This scenario specifies that 50% of new multi-family units will be
apartment units in downtown and growth priority (GP) areas; the remaining 50% will be row houses
built outside GP areas; both will be built to the 2008 BCBC. Of the new SFDs, 67% are high performance
achieving EGH 86 and 33% are built to 2008 BCBC.
In the Downtown Infill growth pattern, 75% of multi-family units will be apartments built in the
downtown and growth priority (GP) areas with the remaining 25% allocated to row houses built
elsewhere; both are built to the 2008 BCBC. Of new SFDs, 67% are specified as high performance
achieving EGH 86 and 33% are built to 2008 BCBC.
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Table 10 specifies the percentages and numbers of new construction for each neighbourhood planning

area. Numbers with an asterisk indicate that some of the new units had to be redistributed to other
neighbourhoods because current zoning could not accommodate the proposed development potential
Table 10

Scenario Details of Growth Patterns for New Construction
Standard Suburban

Neighbourhood Centres

Downtown Infill

New units

Single
Family
(%)

Multifamily
(%)

New
units

Single
Family
(%)

Multifamily
(%)

New
units

Single
Family
(%)

Multifamily
(%)

Blackburn

110

80

20

110

80

20

110

80

20

College Heights GP

715*

40

60

165

40

60

144*

20

80

College Heights Infill

877*

40

60

1427*

40

60

206

40

60

College Heights Phase 1
&2

59*

40

60

59*

40

60

62

60

40

College Heights Future

0*

40

60

0*

40

60

0*

60

40

Hart GP

578

75

25

83

75

25

34

20

80

Hart Infill

165

75

25

83

75

25

69

40

60

Hart Phase 1 & 2

41

75

25

619

75

25

21

60

40

Hart Future

41

75

25

41

75

25

14

60

40

Downtown GP

660

15

85

206

15

85

2,888

0

100

Downtown Infill

165

15

85

619

15

85

1,238

10

90

Inner Bowl GP

770

50

50

275

50

50

124

10

90

Inner Bowl Infill

330

50

50

825

50

50

289

30

70

West Bowl GP

578

60

40

206

60

40

41

10

90

West Bowl Infill

248

60

40

619

60

40

96

30

70

Rural Infill

124

90

10

33

90

10

74

100

0

Rural Phase 1 & 2

33

100

0

124

100

0

50

100

0

Rural Future

8

10

0

8

100

0

33

100

0

Neighbourhoods

TOTAL NEW GROWTH

5502

5502

59

5502

6.7.2

Retrofits to Existing Dwellings

Table 4 (page 42) lists the housing and building types, both existing and new, their attributes and Table 5

(page 44) lists baseline energy performance. Additional analysis was performed on the ecoENERGY audit
records to establish assumptions about retrofit rates under the baseline or BAU, ‘Increased’ and
‘Intensified’ retrofit scenarios.
Table 6 (page 44) provides details of how the baseline retrofit rate is calculated. A furnace upgrade is
considered the standard baseline retrofit because it occurs often and it provides a significant reduction
in energy use and emissions.
Table 11 Residential retrofits reflected in the Prince George ecoENERGY retrofit audit records
Total
before
2007

Total from
2007 to
2011

Average rate per
year from 2007 to
2011

Total at end
of 25 years

Total of this
type of building
in 2008

Retrofit at
end of 25
years (%)

SFD1

349

880

176

3,693

12,935

29%

SFD2

105

360

72

1,473

4,548

32%

SFD3

136

285

57

1,219

1,632

75%

ROW1

14

110

22

418

3,033

14%

MOBILE

0

10

2

38

2,555

2%

If the average rate per year between 2007and 2011 can be assumed to continue through to 2025, then
the total percentage of retrofits in a Business and Usual scenario would be approximately 30% of all
single family, 14% of row houses, 10% MURBs and 2% of mobile homes. Although no apartment retrofits
were reflected in the audit records, an assumption was made to consider them similar to row houses
and assign a BAU retrofit rate of 10%. These retrofits rates are included as ‘Business as Usual - ret1’ in
the model.
Rates that could be reasonably expected from a new Building Permit Fee Rebate program to promote
retrofits were used to establish the ‘Increased - ret2’ rate. An additional 75 energy related retrofits
shared between single family, row house and mobile homes is assumed. In modelled scenarios, these 75
units are distributed between single family, row house and mobile homes based on the predominance
of each in the housing stock; 55 per year area allocated to single family, 11 to row houses and 7 to
mobile homes. No additional retrofits considered were for apartments. The ‘Increased - ret2’ rate is
defined as 35% of single family, 14% of row houses, 6% of mobile homes and 10% of apartments.
An ‘Intensified’ retrofit rate, the additional 75 per year that could be expected with a Building Permit
Fee Rebate was increased fourfold to 300 per year. The resulting ‘Intensified -ret3’ is defined as 50% of
single family, 29% of row houses, 21% of mobile homes and 10% of apartments To define the number of
retrofits over and above the business as usual retrofits, a combination retrofit package was selected
based on the housing simulations performed and advice of local housing energy auditors.
For single family dwellings this combination includes a furnace upgrade, a change to an instantaneous
hot water system, closing of the chimney in homes built before 1977 and adding attic insulation in
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homes built since 1977. For row houses this combination includes a furnace upgrade, window
replacement and additional basement insulation. For mobile homes this combination includes a furnace
and air source heat pump. Table 6 (page 44) summarizes the various retrofits that were simulated in
HOT2000 for SFD1, highlighting the furnace only and combination retrofit options selected. Table 12
lists the combination retrofits for each housing archetype. Table 13 lists the percentage of furnace
upgrades and combination retrofits for each future scenario. Note that details on housing retrofits were
further consolidated to establish consistent assumptions for SFD1, SFD2 and SFD3, grouping them as
single family.
Table 12 Combination retrofits for each housing archetype
Archetype

Housing Type

Storeys

Age

Retrofits

SFD1

single family
detached

1

1943 - 1977

Furnace, instantaneous hot water,
chimney closure

SFD2

single family
detached

1

1978 - 1996

Furnace, instantaneous hot water, attic
insulation upgrade to R56

SFD3

single family
detached

2

1978 - 1996

Furnace, instantaneous hot water, attic
insulation upgrade to R56

ROW1

row house

1

1963 - 1992

Furnace, windows and upgrade of
basement insulation to R23

MOBILE1

mobile

1

all ages

Furnace and Air Source Heat Pump

APT

Apartment unit in
MURB

various

all ages

30% increase in efficiency through
renovations to walls, windows, lighting
and appliances and other mechanicals

Table 13

Percent of each housing type that completes a furnace or combination upgrade

BAU
Housing
Type

Total
Units

Single
family

Standard Suburban

Neighbourhood Centres

Downtown Infill

Furnac
e (%)

Comb
o (%)

Tota
l (%)

Furnac
e (%)

Comb
o (%)

Total
(%)

Furnac
e (%)

Comb
o (%)

Tota
l (%)

Furnace
(%)

Comb
o (%)

Tota
l (%)

19,23
1

26

13

39

26

30

57

26

18

44

39

17

57

Row house

3,935

6

6

12

6

24

30

6

10

16

11

19

30

Mobile
home

2,555

1

2

3

1

20

22

1

5

7

2

19

22

Apartment

3,937

0

11

11

0

11

11

0

11

11

0

21

21
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6.7.3

Renewable Energy Technologies

Currently in Prince George, there are very few residential solar DWH and solar PV installations, possibly
only two of each in the whole city. More solar PV installations can be found on commercial buildings,
with an estimated two hundred individual PV panels installed in the shopping area; additionally, there is
one system installed on a school. While there are few residential examples, local contractors have
installation experience and this could represent an area of economic development within the city.
Since the SCEC3 model has a focus on the residential sector, with such a small number of residential
installations at present, the ‘Business As Usual - ren1’ rate of adoption is set at 1% for solar DWH and
0.1% for solar PV. An ‘Increased - ren2’ rate of adoption is set at 5% for solar DWH and 0.5% for solar PV.
The ‘Intensified - ren3’ rate sees 25% for solar DWH and 5% for solar PV.
The Downtown District Energy System (DDES) is included in the Downtown Infill scenario with 600
apartment units served by district energy. The model assumes that 85% of the heat energy would be
provided by biomass.
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7

Limitations

Limitations in the development of the SCEC3 model can be identified around data availability, modelling,
the streamlining of assumptions and pit-falls associated with a learning-by-doing approach.
Data availability challenges contributed to sources of error in the model and its results. These included a
lack of retrofit records for MURBs. Expert opinion had to be relied on to establish assumptions for MURB
retrofit scenarios. Costing information for MURB retrofits tends to be building-specific. Not being readily
available, it was not included. Simulation of SFD or row house archetypes with either electricity or a mix
of energy sources potentially including wood or propane was not completed. As such, the model
underestimates electricity use and over-estimates natural gas use and GHG emissions. There was found
to be a systematic lack of information on the fuel type of space heating and hot water systems across
the building stock. Due to known privacy constraints around measured energy use data for individual
houses and buildings, the project team opted not to pursue this information. It was therefore not
possible to calibrate housing energy simulation results with measured data. Incremental costs of
building new construction to EGH 86 over and above 2008 BCBC were also not available and therefore
not included.
In addition to the lack of modelling factors for archetypes serviced with different energy sources, some
accuracy was sacrificed in an attempt to negotiate an appropriate level of detail for planning purposes.
The extensive and highly detailed datasets required for housing and building energy simulation are
familiar terrain for engineers and building specialists. In crafting nested assumptions at first the housing
and then neighbourhood scales it was not practical to preserve the amount of detail in the original
housing archetype simulations. For example, retrofit types and rates were established consistently for
all single family dwellings, even though there were three distinct existing SFD archetypes for which
numerous individual housing simulations had been performed. Although some accuracy was sacrificed,
it is worth noting that in contrast to the level of accuracy required by engineers at the equipment and
building scales over a short time frame, a larger margin of error is acceptable for planning at larger
scales of geography and over longer time horizons.
The learning by doing approach resulted in some missteps around visualizations and the effective
communication of results. These included showing parcel level modelled energy information in a
community planning process, not presenting costing information alongside energy and emissions
results.
It can also be said that a low level of energy literacy amongst non-energy experts was a limitation in the
degree to which stakeholders were receptive to the model and its results. Not all stakeholders knew the
basics of energy sources and end-use in housing and buildings, even on a household basis. A lack of
awareness concerning the role and purpose of housing and building energy simulation was also
problematic insofar as it contributed to the perception that the model was not accurate since it was
based on modelled and not measured data.
These limitations suggest that additional research and development is required around data and its
access to enable the further development of useful and accurate integrated modelling approaches.
There is also the need for capacity building to improve community energy and emissions literacy.
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8

Results

8.1

SCEC3 Excel Dashboard

The Excel Dashboard can be used by planning staff to make quick calculations to plan further scenario
development. The SCEC3 Excel Dashboard was used to run all twenty-seven possible scenario
combinations of three growth patterns, three retrofit options and three options for renewable energy
technology integration. Figure 22 presents the estimated percentage change in energy and GHG
emissions from the 2008 model baseline by 2040 for all twenty-seven scenarios. Figure 23 presents the
total cumulative savings achieved by 2040 accounting for initial capital costs and annual operating
energy costs (i.e., utility bills).

Figure 22

3

SCEC Excel Dashboard results: 27 residential energy and emissions 2040 scenarios vs. the 2008
model baseline

Several interesting observations can be made looking at Figure 22. Increasing energy efficiency and GHG
emissions reductions may be seen as the growth pattern shifts from Standard Suburban to Downtown
Infill. When an ‘Increased’ rate of retrofits (24% of dwellings overall) and ‘Increased’ renewables (5%
solar DWH, 0.5% solar PV) are simulated for each of the growth patterns, further improvements in
energy efficiency and reductions in GHGs are observed in contrast to the BAU scenario. While an
‘Increased’ rate of retrofits and renewables according to the Excel Dashboard suggests modest
reductions in GHG emissions, energy total energy consumption will still increase slightly over the
planning horizon.
Only when the ‘Intensive’ rate of both retrofits (37% of dwellings overall) and renewables (25% solar
DWH and 5% solar PV) is explored, can absolute reductions in both energy consumption and GHGs
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emissions be observed in the results. While this is true for all land use patterns, the greatest
improvements in energy efficiency and emissions reductions are anticipated for the Downtown Infill
Scenario with ‘Intensified’ retrofits and renewables. The Excel Dashboard calculates that under this
scenario, by 2040 4% less energy is consumed and a 15% reduction in GHG emissions is achieved
compared with the 2008 SCEC3 model baseline.
Figure 23 shows in purple the total annual operating energy costs in 2040 and in green the cumulative
cost savings by 2040 for all twenty seven scenarios. It provides an interesting counterpoint to the energy
and GHG results presented in Figure 22

Figure 23

3

SCEC Excel Dashboard results: 27 operating energy cost and cumulative cost savings 2040
scenarios vs. the 2008 model baseline

For all growth patterns (G1, G2 and G3), total annual operating energy costs for the residential sector in
2040 vary between $110 million with a BAU approach to retrofits and renewables (ret1-ren1) to just
over $90 million when ‘Intensified’ retrofits (37% of dwellings overall) and renewables (25% SDWH, 5%
PV) are pursued (ret3-ren3). In contrast to the BAU scenario, the most Intensive Downtown Infill
scenario (G3-ret3-ren3) will save $20 million annually when all measures have been taken and all capital
costs have been repaid, a figure that would increase should utility rates rise beyond those forecasted.
Looking at the cumulative cost savings, Figure 23 suggests that BAU and ‘Increased’ approaches to
renewable energy technologies (ren1 and ren2) will yield greater cumulative cost savings in the long run.
Figure 23 also tells a cautionary tale about the financial implications of adding renewables. If
accompanied only by a Business As Usual approach to retrofits, Intensive integration of renewables
could collectively cost residents as much as $20 million dollars over the 32 year planning horizon (ret1ren3). As the adoption of renewable solar DHW and solar PV increases, cumulative savings decrease.
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This is due to the high capital costs and long payback periods associated with these technologies.
Recalling that the adoption of solar DWH and solar PV achieves greater GHG emissions reductions
suggests a need to discuss priorities and trade-offs in conjunction with these results towards identifying
progressive policy and financial mechanisms to assist Prince George residents achieve their goals, be
they energy, emissions or cost savings.
A Downtown Infill scenario with ‘Intensified’ rates of retrofits (37% of dwellings overall) and for
renewables either a BAU (1% SDWH, 0.1% PV) or ‘Increased’ (5% SDWH, 0.5% PV) rate could save Prince
George residents around $120 million dollars in operating energy costs by 2040 as seen in Figure 23.
These two scenarios also show a 5% reduction in total energy consumption and a 10% reduction in GHG
emissions over the timeframe. These savings can be explained by the growth emphasis on apartments
and row houses and the connection of 600 apartments units to the biomass district energy. The capital
cost of one DE connection to serve 100 apartments is significantly lower than the combined cost of
multiple individual solar DWH or PV systems. The thick green bars in Figure 23 show that both the
Downtown Infill scenario with Intensive retrofits and BAU renewables (G3_ret3_ren1) and the
Downtown Infill scenario with Intensive retrofits and Increased renewables (G3_ret3_ren2) offer a larger
savings in over the 32 years than G3_ret3_ren3. However, the purple bars show that the most
aggressive Downtown Infill scenario with Increased retrofits and renewables (G3_ret3_ren3) has the
lowest operating cost at the end of the planning period and because of this will result in the greatest
savings in the long-term. This variation of the Downtown Infill scenario (G3_ret3_ren3) was selected as
the option for analysis in the ArcGIS Application (referred to as the Downtown Infill scenario) as it has
the best long-term potential.
It bears reiterating that calculations are less accurate in the Excel Dashboard than calculations
developed in the ArcGIS Application. This is because the Excel Dashboard calculates energy use by
multiplying the energy use per archetype by the number of dwelling units of that type in the
neighbourhood; in the ArcGIS Application, energy use is calculated by multiplying the energy use
intensity factors (by end use, by source) for each archetype by the actual floor area of dwellings of that
type in the neighbourhood. The Excel Dashboard is nevertheless important because it is accessible to
non-GIS experts and demonstrates the usefulness of comparing multiple scenarios for direction setting
and scenario selection purposes.
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8.2

SCEC3 ArcGIS Application

Of the twenty seven scenarios explored in the Excel Dashboard, four were selected for detailed analysis
using the ArcGIS Application. Results of analysis for the four scenarios are summarized in Tables 14 and
15, and presented visually in the maps and graphs in Appendix B.
Business As Usual Scenario - G1-ret1-ren1
The growth pattern for the BAU and reference scenario anticipates 50% of new construction will be
Single Family Detached, of those 33% will be built to a higher energy performance standard of
EnerGuide 86. 45% of new units will be row houses and 5% will be apartments in MURBs. 66% of SFDs
and all row houses and apartments are built to the 2008 BC Building Code and occur in Phase 1 & 2
areas of the suburbs, furthest away from neighbourhood centres. 24% of dwellings overall undergo
retrofits (30% of SFDs, 10% of row houses 2% of mobiles and 10% of MURBs). The BAU scenario sees 1%
of dwellings supplied with solar domestic hot water installations.
Standard Suburban Scenario – G1-ret3-ren1
The Standard Suburban scenario was chosen to explore energy, emissions and operating cost
implications based on Intensive retrofits alone. The Standard Suburban scenario uses BAU assumptions
for type and rate of new construction. An Intensive rate of retrofits to 37% of the existing housing stock
is carried out. A BAU approach to renewables is pursued, with 1% of dwellings supplied with renewable
solar DHW and 0.1% solar PV.
Neighbourhood Centres Scenario - G2-ret2-ren3
The Neighbourhood Centres scenario follows the nodes and corridors growth chosen in the myPG
process and explores an ‘Increased’ approach to retrofits and an ‘Intensive’ adoption of renewables. It
specifies 35% of all new construction will be row houses and 16% apartments, both built to the 2008
BCBC. Of these, half will be located in growth priority areas and half outside of neighbourhood centres.
Of the 50% of new units that will be SFDs, two thirds will achieve EGH 86 and one third 2008 BCBC.
Supported by a building permit fee rebate program, an ‘Increased’ rate of retrofits is planned, with 27%
of dwellings retrofitted overall; more specifically 35% of single family, 14% of row houses, 6% of mobile
homes and 10% of apartments will be retrofit. The Neighbourhood Centres scenario pursues an
‘Intensified’ approach to renewables, with 21% of dwellings supplied with renewable energy; of these
installations are 25% solar DWH and 5% solar PV.
Downtown Infill Scenario – G3-ret3-ren3
The Downtown Infill scenario is consistent with the Smart Growth Downtown Prince George Concept
Plan and explores an ‘Intensive’ rate of adoption for both retrofits and renewables. 47% of new units
will be apartments built in the downtown and growth priority (GP) areas with the remaining 35% of row
houses built elsewhere; both are built to the 2008 BCBC. Of the 18% of new units that will be SFDs, two
thirds will be EGH 86 and one third will be built to 2008 BCBC. Overall 38% of dwellings undergo
retrofits, including 50% of SFDs, 29% of row houses, 21% of mobile homes and 10% of apartments. 17%
of dwellings are supplied with renewables, including 600 new apartment units in the downtown
connected to the biomass DDES; 25% for solar hot water and 5% for solar PV.
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3

Table 14

SCEC ArcGIS Application results comparing three future residential energy and emissions
scenarios with 2008 model baseline and 2040 BAU

2040 Future Scenarios
2008 Model
Baseline

BAU

Standard
Suburban

Neighbourhood
Centres

Downtown Infill

3,458,455

Total Residential
Energy (GJ)

3,498,808

3,772,074

3,577,440

3,614,601

Difference from
2008 baseline (%)

n/a

+ 7.8

+ 2.3

+ 3.3

Difference from
2040 BAU (%)

n/a

n/a

- 5.2

- 4.2

- 8.3

Total Residential
GHG emissions (t
C02e)

140,207,485

148,474,133

138,765,769

141,003,535

134,089,834

Difference from
2008 baseline (%)

n/a

+ 5.9

- 1.0

+ 0.6

- 4.4

Difference from
2040 BAU (%)

n/a

n/a

- 6.5

- 5.0

- 8.7

Table 15

3

- 1.0

SCEC ArcGIS Application results comparing three future residential operating and capital costs
for retrofits and renewables with 2008 model baseline and 2040 BAU
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SCEC3 model 2008 Baseline
The 2008 model baseline estimates that Prince George residents used a total of 3,498,808 GJ of both
electricity and natural gas, emitting an estimated 140,207,485 tonnes of GHG emissions. Collectively,
residents spent approximately $48.8 million on their electricity and natural gas bills, otherwise known as
operating energy costs.
The Business As Usual Scenario sees an increase of nearly 8% in total annual energy consumption and a
6% increase in GHG emissions by 2040 from the 2008 SCEC3 model baseline. The BAU scenarios sees
total annual operating energy costs will surpass $105.4 million in 2040. This represents a 216% increase
in constant dollars over energy expenditures in 2008.
The Standard Suburban Scenario sees an increase of 2% in total annual energy consumption and a 1%
decrease in GHG emissions by 2040 in comparison to the 2008 SCEC3 model baseline. The Standard
Suburban scenario anticipates a 5% reduction in total energy consumption and 6.5% fewer emissions in
contrast to the 2040 BAU. An estimated $15.6 million must be invested in retrofits and some renewables
to yield a cumulative cost savings of nearly $67.4 million by 2040. A Standard Suburban future sees
Prince George residents in 2040 collectively spending roughly $100.8 million on operating energy costs.
This represents a 4.3% reduction in comparison to the 2040 BAU scenario.
The Neighbourhood Centres Scenario anticipates an increase of just over 3% in total energy
consumption by 2040 and 0.6% in GHG emissions from the 2008 SCEC3 model baseline. The
Neighbourhood Centres scenario sees a solid 4% decrease in total energy consumption and 5% fewer
GHG emissions than in a 2040 BAU future.
The Neighbourhood Centres Scenario sees residents in 2040 spending $101.6 million on total annual
operating energy costs, 4.6% less than they would have spent under the 2040 BAU scenario. With an
‘Increased’ rate of retrofits to existing dwellings (37% of dwellings overall) and an ‘Intensified’ rate of
renewables (5% SDWH, 0.5% PV), this scenario sees capital investments of $69.4 million, that will yield a
cumulative cost savings of $20.1 million 2040
The Downtown Infill Scenario anticipates a 1% decrease in total energy consumption and close to a
4.5% reduction in GHG emissions in comparison to the 2008 SCEC3 model baseline; 8.3% less energy is
consumed and 8.7% fewer GHGs are emitted than in the 2040 reference scenario.
The Downtown Infill Scenario sees residents in 2040 spending approximately $97.9 million on operating
energy costs, 7.1% less than under the 2040 BAU scenario. A total investment of $50.8 is required to
implement retrofits to 37% of the housing stock overall and to integrate solar DWH to 5% of dwellings
and connect 600 units in downtown apartments to the Downtown District Energy System (DDES). The
investment pays off however, yielding residents a cumulative cost savings of nearly $98.4 million over
the planning horizon.
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8.3

Summary of Results Obtained Using the SCEC3 ArcGIS Application

In the Climate Action and Official Community Plans, Prince George has established a community-wide
target of a 2% reduction in GHG emissions from 2002 levels by 2012. The SCEC3 model and the four
future scenarios support evaluation of whether the residential sector will ‘do its part’ to meet the
community-wide GHG emissions reductions target. What are the energy, GHG emissions and cost
implications of each of the scenarios evaluated? Do any of the four scenarios enable the residential
sector to achieve a 2% emissions reduction?
To present an ‘apples to apples’ comparison that minimizes the influence of known sources of error in
the model, this section presents results comparing modelled future scenarios to a 2002 modelled
baseline. Results comparing modelled future scenarios to measured inventories are presented
subsequently in Section 8.4.
Figure 24 compares results for the four 2040 future scenarios (comprised of assumptions for new
construction, retrofits to existing and renewable energy technologies previously presented) with a 2002
SCEC3 model baseline. This modelled baseline subtracted all dwellings constructed after 2002 and their
associated energy use.
Another key modelling assumption that bears repeating is that all retrofits, renewables and new
construction are assumed to be implemented by 2025. The analysis was run out to 2040 to assess the
long-term cost implications of the actions.
Results suggest that although future alternate energy scenarios show modest reductions in energy and
emissions in comparison to the Business as Usual (BAU) scenario, GHG emissions after 2025 in any of the
future alternate scenarios will be roughly the same as they were in 2002.
The BAU, Standard Suburban and Neighbourhood Centres scenarios all see increases in GHG emissions
in comparison to the 2002 baseline model, 8.1%, 1.1% and 2.7% respectively. Only the Downtown Infill
scenario achieves a reduction in emissions in line with the target. Even under this scenario the target
date of 2012 will not be met, as these emissions reductions cannot be expected to occur until all the
retrofits, renewable energy technologies and higher density/efficiency new units have been
implemented by 2025.
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Figure 24

3

Residential energy use (GJ): % change after 2025 from 2002 SCEC model baseline

Comparing the results of the four future energy scenarios against the 2008 model baseline for both GHG
emissions and energy, again a reduction in both GHG emissions and from the 2008 baseline really only
occurs under the Downtown Infill scenario. In this assessment, the Downtown Infill scenario sees an
estimated reduction of 4% in GHG emissions from the 2008 model year. This will only occur in 2025 or
later if all the energy actions specified in the scenario are implemented.
Looking to total energy reduction, there would be only a 1% reduction in total energy end-use under the
Downtown Infill scenario.

Figure 25

3

Residential emissions (C02e): % change after 2025 from 2008 SCEC model baseline
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Figure 26

3

Residential energy use: % change after 2025 from 2008 SCEC model baseline

Line graphs looking out over the planning horizon provide a different means of visualizing the modelling
results for energy, GHG emissions and costs, both operating and cumulative cost savings.
Figure 27 clearly illustrates significant challenge associated with achieving near-net zero energy
communities by 2050. The solid lines at the top represent, in black, the BAU reference scenario and in
red, blue and green efficiencies achieved through the Standard Suburban, Neighbourhood Centres and
Downtown Infill scenarios respectively. Absolute savings of approximately .5 petajoules (PJ) between
the Downtown Infill scenario in comparison to the BAU future are not insignificant; these will greatly
assist utilities in meeting conservation objectives. Even under the ambitious Downtown Infill scenario,
from 2025 onwards there will still be around 3.5 PJs of total residential energy demand in Prince George
annually.
The dashed line along the bottom of Figure 27 represents the relatively small contribution of renewable
energy technologies and sources to the energy supply mix. Again judged to be relatively ambitious by
City staff, local energy experts and the community, when visualized in this manner the impact of their
contribution relative to other sources is almost negligible.
It is worthwhile noting that since the growth rate in Prince George is relatively low, the challenges of
attaining near net-zero energy communities will be even greater in faster-growing communities.
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Figure 27

Total annual residential energy use in four future scenarios, Prince George BC

A similar type of visualization developed for the GHG emissions implications of the four scenarios can be
seen in Figure 28. While in the previous energy diagram, it appeared that renewable energy technologies
would not make a meaningful contribution with regards to energy end-use, this diagram illustrates the
value of integrating renewables for their impact on GHG emissions. In addition to energy security and
resilience, reducing GHG emissions would be an important motivation for seeking ways and means to
accelerate renewable energy technology integration.
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Figure 28

Annual residential GHG emissions in four future energy scenarios, Prince George, BC

While energy conservation or GHG emissions reductions may not provide sufficient justification to act,
examining operating energy costs and annual and cumulative cost savings associated with the four
scenarios illustrates the opportunity for future cost savings under any of the three alternate future
energy scenarios.
Figure 29 shows the capital investments and savings for both energy efficiency and renewable energy
technologies over the planning horizon, represented on the y-axis. Capital investments are shown as
dips in the lines below the $0 BAU scenario benchmark, occurring early in the planning horizon. When
the capital costs are paid off, annual cost savings are generated and the lines rise above the $0
benchmark. The solid lines represent investments only in energy efficiency (i.e. retrofits) and the dotted
lined represent savings in both energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies associated with
each of the three alternate future energy scenarios. It can be seen that the most ambitious Downtown
Infill scenario will generate a cost savings of over $7 million annually, after all the retrofits and
renewable energy technologies have been implemented by 2025.
Again, the significance of the straight line after 2025 is that all retrofits and renewables were assumed
to have been implemented by that date. The costing analysis was run out further to assess payback
periods and total annual and cumulative cost savings under the different scenarios.
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Total annual residential operating energy and capital costs and savings for BAU and three
alternate future energy scenarios
Figure 29

Figure 30 (next page) shows the difference in annual operating energy costs over the OCP planning
horizon to 2025 and beyond to 2040. Prince George residents Figure 31 shows the cumulative
residential cost savings from pursing one of three alternate future scenarios over and above the BAU
reference scenario. After all capital costs for retrofits and renewable energy technologies have been
implemented, Prince George residents could save an estimated total $98 million by 2040.
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Figure 30

Figure 31

Total annual residential operating energy costs in four future energy scenarios

Cumulative residential cost savings by 2040 over and above BAU in three alternate future
energy scenarios
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Recalling that a main purpose of this research was to explore the use of mapping to model energy use,
efficiency and renewable integration measures in support of municipal energy and GHG emissions
planning and policy, results visualized first in histograms (Figure 25 and
Figure 26) and line graphs (Figure 27 through Figure 30) were generated using the integrated community
mapping and modelling approach. To enable interpretation, these figures represented the results in
common graphic types.
The same results are also depicted in map form below. Each map set from Figure 32 through Figure 35
compares the SCEC3 model baseline with four future scenarios (BAU, Standard Suburban,
Neighbourhood Centres and Downtown Infill). Results are presented for the whole City of Prince George
on the neighbourhood scale to ensure policy-relevance for planning purposes.

Figure 32 shows total GHG emissions per neighbourhood for the 2008 model baseline and four future
scenarios. Neighbourhoods with fewer residential dwellings in the downtown core and in exurban areas
on the City’s outskirts show lower total emissions. Neighbourhoods in the city’s southwest show the
highest emissions, possibly due to larger numbers of residential dwellings and larger average floor areas.
The Standard Suburban scenario uses less energy and produces less emissions than the Neighbourhood
Centres because there is a higher investment in retrofits than in renewables. The Downtown Infill
scenario shows higher total emissions in the downtown than the Neighbourhood Centres scenario, due
to the number of new dwellings to be added.
Figure 33 also depicts GHG emissions however on the basis of average residential emissions per unit.
The striking thing about this map set is the number of neighbourhoods in red, in other words, those with
average household emissions greater than five tonnes C02e. This is another representation of the
challenge of making a dent in average household GHG emissions when only certain percentages of
dwellings are retrofitted or have renewables installed. The Downtown Infill scenario shows the lowest
average emissions per unit of anywhere in the city under any scenario at less than two tonnes C02e .
These savings are possible mainly due to the large number of dwellings that receive space heat that is
carbon neutral energy from the biomass fueled District Energy System comparative to natural gas fired
furnaces or systems.
Figure 34 illustrates total annual residential energy use per neighbourhood, once again comparing the
2008 model baseline with the 2040 future scenarios. In both the Neighbourhood Centres and Downtown
infill scenarios both the inner suburban neighbourhoods and outer neighbourhoods show some
improvement in total energy use. In the Downtown Infill scenario, the downtown area that will receive
the most dwelling units shows a higher total energy use than in the other scenarios. Overall however,
the maps do not show significant change, which is consistent with the modest total annual energy
reduction shown in Figure 27.
Figure 35 shows average residential energy use per unit. Patterns revealed are similar to those in the
average emissions maps in Figure 33. Again, there is a noticeable change due to the improvement in
average household energy use in the outermost neighbourhoods, going from over 131 GJs on average in
the BAU scenario, to between 101 and 115 GJs on average in the Downtown Infill Scenario.
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Overall these maps show that development patterns have some influence on building energy use and
GHG emissions. For buildings the main influences are size, construction type and energy source. In this
study, location also determined the ability to access the District Energy System. Like the line and bar
graphs, they also show represent the challenge of using less energy or produce fewer GHG emissions
without significant investment
These maps also present several cartographic challenges, such as establishing meaningful colour ramps
for the subject matter and setting appropriate class breaks. They also speak to the amount of
information that has gone into their production, in particular in the scenario information contained in
the legends in such a small font size. Although these maps do convey meaningful information, in
particular for those familiar with Prince George neighbourhoods, they also illustrate that maps should
not be the only output of integrated community energy modelling and mapping efforts: to effectively
convey the multiple criteria to the broadest range of audiences, results should be presented in a number
of formats, numeric, written, graphic and cartographic.
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Figure 32

Total annual residential emissions: 2008 model baseline compared with four future scenarios
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Figure 33
scenarios

Average residential emissions per unit: comparison of 2008 model baseline with four future
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Figure 34

Total annual residential energy use: comparison of 2008 model baseline with four future
scenarios
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Figure 35

Average annual residential energy use per unit: comparison of 2008 model baseline with four
future scenarios
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8.4 Comparison of SCEC3 model results with energy and emissions
inventories
As Prince George and other BC local governments work towards their emission reduction targets, they
will refer to the Community Energy and Emissions Inventory (CEEI) reports as a monitoring tool to assess
and benchmark their progress over time. In order to offer a model that can help plan a more efficient
future and track progress towards GHG emissions targets, it is helpful to compare results generated by
the SCEC3 model to the residential energy and emissions totals found in the Prince George CEEI report.
Figure 36 and Figure 37 show that the SCEC3 model underestimates electrical consumption and
overestimates natural gas consumption; the GHG emissions comparisons depicted in Figure 38 and
Figure 39 follow a similar pattern.
For natural gas use, the estimate found in the SCEC3 2008 model baseline is approximately 12% more
than the value 2007 CEEI report and 19% more than the 2010 CEEI report. For electricity use, the SCEC3
2008 model baseline is approximately 15% less than the values reported in both the 2007 and 2010 CEEI
reports.
These results can be described as being within an acceptable margin of error. They can be attributed in
part to known limitations of the model. The 2010 CEEI report lists approximately 20% of dwellings in
Prince George as being electrically-heated. The model however does not include any electrically-heated
archetypes. Instead, it assumes all housing is heated by natural gas. The under-estimation of electricity
can also be attributed in part to older assumptions for plug-load electricity found in the HOT2000
software than do not necessarily account for the proliferation of electronic devices in recent years.
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Figure 36

Comparison of annual residential natural gas end-use measured and modelled

Figure 37

Comparison of annual residential electricity end-use measured and modelled
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Figure 38

Figure 39

Comparison of annual residential GHG emissions from natural gas, measured and modelled

Comparison of annual residential GHG emissions from electricity measured and modelled
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9

Discussion

9.1

Results

Overall, results suggest that an integrated approach and a long term perspective are required to achieve
even modest energy and GHG emissions reductions in the residential sector in Prince George over the
timeframe of the Official Community Plan. An improved understanding of the long term cost
implications provides justification for actions including compact, neighbourhood-focused new
construction, an ‘Intensive’ approach to combined retrofits and strategic integration of selected
renewable energy technologies. While guiding new construction choices is within the purview of the
municipality, to accelerate the implementation of retrofit measures and introduction of renewable
energy technologies, there is good reason to explore legislative, policy and program design options with
the provincial government and utilities to mitigate the barrier of high capital costs.
Compact, complete land use patterns lay the foundation for energy and economically efficient
communities. Similar to how these scenarios were built, planners should first establish an inherently
efficient building stock and land use patterns through conscious decisions about building type and
location. Made properly, these decisions will serve to mitigate the contribution of new growth to
increased energy consumption and GHG emissions. The effects of different approaches to new growth,
although minimal due to Prince George’s low growth rate, corroborate this recommendation: the
Standard Suburban scenario shows an increase in energy consumption and GHG emissions until retrofits
are performed on close to 40% of existing dwellings. While establishing Neighbourhood Centres or
Downtown Infill growth patterns on their own will not result in a reduction in energy use, reductions in
energy and emissions occurred in scenarios with predominantly multi-family new construction with
smaller apartment sizes accompanied by an Increased emphasis on retrofits to 24% of the housing stock
overall.
In the context of new growth, building orientation should also be a consideration seeking to maximize
roof areas suitable for potential future solar panel installations. Results of LiDAR rooftop solar potential
analysis showed that only 24% of existing houses are favourably oriented for solar DWH panel
installation and 15% of dwellings are suitable for solar PV. A Solar Ready Bylaw would be an interesting
municipal policy option to explore, as it could create the necessary conditions in the building stock to
facilitate the adoption of solar energy technologies by requiring builders to consider building orientation
and roof size and slope.
Analysis revealed that retrofits to existing houses had shorter pay-back periods, suggesting that retrofits
to the existing housing stock should be the focus of action prior to considering renewables. Retrofits are
a cost effective method to reduce energy use and emissions while saving on future utility bills.
Completing retrofits can be considered an investment with good payback both on an individual
household basis, and for the community as a whole.
The integration of renewable energy technologies is a very effective method to reduce emissions and
save on future energy bills, however the upfront capital costs are high and the payback periods long. The
renewable energy single installation cost analysis in Table 8 reveals that savings from a solar PV
installation for a single family home can take up to 50 years to pay back, possibly longer than the life
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cycle of the equipment in question. Given the low emission rates for electricity generation in BC, this is a
large expense for an annual savings of only 60 kg CO2e. Since solar PV becomes a more viable solution as
electricity consumption increases, further assessment of where this technology should be adopted (i.e.,
larger installations on multi-unit residential, commercial or institutional buildings) is worthwhile due to
the high installation costs and longer payback periods. The solar DWH is a more cost-effective method
to reduce emissions with a simple payback of 17 years and an annual reduction of 309 kg CO2e.
Exploring a longer future following renewable energy installations is worthwhile because a longer term
evaluation would show increased savings. As can be seen in Figure 23, even though scenarios with high
adoption of renewables show a much smaller cumulative savings (green bar), they also show the lowest
operating cost (purple bar). Due to these lower operating costs, over time the savings on an annual basis
will surpass those achieved under scenarios with fewer renewables, as is evident in Figure 22.
Similar to how scenarios with higher numbers of renewable energy technologies show cost savings over
the long term, they also showed greater reductions in emissions. In the short term it may cost more to
reduce emissions with renewables, but in the long term the investment will pay twice, both in cost
savings and through emissions reductions not otherwise possible with the combinations of retrofits
explored in this study.
Co-benefits include that as more money is saved, more money will be kept in the community.
Renewable energy technologies could represent an economic development opportunity for Prince
George. While this analysis focused exclusively on the energy, emissions and costs associated with
residential houses and buildings, a focus on medium density can mean shorter distances to travel and
associated co-benefits of reduced transportation energy consumption, improved viability of transit and
a public health benefit based on walkability.

9.2

Project Team as a Key Determinant of Success

In the development of the SCEC3 model, an action-oriented approach was taken with research and
development activities organized around existing community energy and emissions planning activities
being undertaken by the City of Prince George. As a result, the project team consisted of two core
members supported by number of individuals who made various significant contributors across the four
year research cycle. As integrated modelling and mapping approaches become more common, the
following observations can be made regarding characteristics of a project team and determinants of
success for an integrated community energy modelling and mapping project to create science-based,
policy relevant recommendations.

Within the municipality, a member of the management team must understand the integrated
community energy modelling and mapping concept, its relevance to planning and have the authority to
assign technical staff to the project. This technical staff must include a long-range planner with detailed
knowledge of future development patterns to establish realistic percentages of future multi-family and
single family dwellings in different neighbourhoods. A community energy manager is necessary to
coordinate local energy-related information such as costing, capacity details for district energy and
retrofit combinations. This individual can also act as a liaison between various municipal staff, local
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community members and any external project team members. A municipal GIS analyst with critical
thinking, modelling and scenario analysis skills is an invaluable addition to the project team. Last but not
least, political will of city council regarding energy and emissions planning is also very important.
Energy simulation specialists are needed to identify local housing and building archetypes and to run
housing energy simulations and renewable technology pre-feasibility assessments
Renewable energy engineers are useful for gauging the general technical potential of different
renewable energy technologies from solar domestic hot water to solar PV and geoexchange. The
contribution of remote sensing experts, particularly those with the ability to integrate and analyse LiDAR
data will enable an understanding of the capacity for integrating renewables into the urban
environment.
At the project core a project manager with broad ranging knowledge and a GIS analyst with applied
modelling experience will need to work collaboratively and creatively to integrate all the disparate
information properly.
To help this level of effort hit the ground and initiate action, multiple steps of engagement with
professionals, planners and the general public is essential. Modelling should be informed by community
engagement, and information products developed from the modelling shared back with the community
to support the policy adoption and project implementation.

9.3

Data

While a collaborative approach with the right individuals and interdisciplinary skill sets establish the
foundation for a successful project, the data required to model energy and emissions in communities is
complex. Skill, time and persistence are required to sort through the masses of information and connect
the salient aspects.
This research initiative was successful in identifying the range of datasets that can be pulled in to
perform integrated community energy modelling. Significantly, the majority of the datasets identified,
accessed and re-purposed are existing datasets, originally developed for other purposes. The BC
Assessment tax records provided the information necessary to identify local housing archetypes and the
floor area data required to distribute energy intensity factors and calculate aggregated neighbourhood
and community summaries of energy, emissions and related costs. The ecoENERGY retrofit audit
records, originally collected for the purpose of administering a federal housing retrofit program
provided the empirical basis for identifying typical retrofits and local geometric and mechanical
characteristics to develop accurate housing energy simulations. LiDAR data, originally collected by the
City’s engineering department for flood planning was re-purposed for analysis of rooftops suitable for
solar panel placement.
While the datasets used in this project were not deemed to contain personal information, privacy and
commercial interests together pose the single largest challenge for data access and integration for
community energy modelling purposes. While there is a legal obligation to protect these interests, the
challenges can be described as largely organization in nature, technical routines can be developed to
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ensure appropriate handling and integration and risk mitigation over the lifecycle of data access,
integrated modelling and communication. The real question is whether the information systems,
databases and personnel are up to the task of spatial data integration and aggregation; the
organizations employing spatial analysis will be the ones best prepared to rise to the challenge – and
reap the benefits of integrated community energy modelling and mapping approaches.

9.4

Visualization

This project exemplifies the benefits of an integrated modelling approach. It shows how leveraging
housing and building modelling and simulation, and transforming that detailed information with spatial
modelling can lead to informative results. However, no matter how sound and practical the resulting
information, it must be conveyed appropriately with an eye to an ease of comprehension and its policy
relevance.
Integrated community energy models are effectively giant calculation engines – in addition to affording
the potential of running countless scenarios and permutations, they can also produce an almost infinite
range of visualizations. Careful planning of graphic and map outputs is recommended with knowledge of
the audience and presentation context.
While the use of spatial data and analysis would seem to lead naturally to produce mapping outputs,
these should be carefully planned. For instance, neighbourhood-scale maps showing modelled energy
data attributed to the parcels is not an easy sell with public groups. The information is too detailed and
the dialogue can become too specific and at times, personal. A preferred approach is to offer energy
information in relation to a housing archetype presented alongside an image of a housing type. People
can relate to this depiction because it resembles a house in their community. An example can be seen in
the Sankey diagrams found in Appendix A. In this way, the important detailed information is presented
but not tied to a specific location. Showing energy and emissions information aggregated to a
neighbourhood or census tract scale is appropriate and can be more motivational because at a larger
scale the impact of many people working towards a common goal is more impressive and compelling.
As illustrated in this report, bar graphs, histograms and line graphs may be more effective at conveying
particular messages than data represented spatially.
Regardless of the visualization being selected, careful double-checking and peer-review of
communication products is recommended; ideally these should be pre-tested with trusted
collaborators. In addition to looking at the outputs with new eyes generally, review should be sought
from specific areas of expertise such as planning and community engagement, engineering and
cartography.
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9.5 Integration of Modelling Results into Policy and the Question of
Implementation
The opportunity associated with successive community energy planning initiatives led by the City
allowed development of the SCEC3 model to continue far beyond the one year project timeframe
originally envisioned. The varied project objectives and reporting relationships associated with these
initiatives provided the necessary time and space to work through complex datasets and to engage city
staff, local experts and community stakeholders. Having time, sufficient financial resources and
interaction with concurrent planning initiatives were key features that supported innovation and
enabled the development of the SCEC3 model in a form that could add value to long-term community
planning. These factors could be said to be true for any modelling initiative seeking to support
community policy development.
The SCEC3 model has been successful in supporting a range of municipal energy and emissions policy
initiatives, ranging from the downtown neighbourhood revitalization focused Smart Growth on the
Ground, through the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan and finally the revision of the City’s
Official Community Plan, as seen in Appendix D. The true test however will be the degree to which these
plans are implemented through actions taken on the ground.
Prince George and other BC local governments are in a difficult position with regards to accelerating the
number of retrofits to existing dwellings. Recalling that the retrofit rates used in this study were
established based on figures contained in the ecoENERGY retrofit audit records, it is important to note
that the availability of traditional incentive programs from senior levels of government on a going
forward basis is by no means assured. With little authority over the existing housing stock, municipalities
may pursue voluntary measures such as information sharing on which retrofit measures are cost
effective and will achieve energy and emissions reductions in the local housing stock. Cross-promotion
of utility demand side management programs are one example of an information sharing approach that
allows home and building owners to decide to undertake retrofits on a voluntary basis. Waiving building
permit fees at the time of a major renovation is one small fee-related option available to Prince George.
This however would likely not be a deciding factor in an individual’s decision to retrofit a house. It is fair
to suggest that these rather limited options will not produce the significant retrofits required to achieve
energy emissions and cost savings over the long term.
Options for the provincial government to consider that would assist Prince George and other
municipalities accelerate the rate of retrofits in the existing housing stock include devolving additional
concurrent authority to local governments, establishing mandatory building labelling or introducing a
retrofit code. Although these approaches would mark a significant change to current practices, they
would result in an increase in the amount of available information concerning the energy performance
of houses and buildings and provide municipalities with additional authority to require certain levels of
energy performance.
These regulatory and information provision type options, while potential game-changers, still do not
address the fundamental challenge: High up front capital costs. To this end, on-bill financing
mechanisms such as Pay As You Save (PAYS) are a promising option for Prince George to consider
investigating in collaboration with the utilities.
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The SCEC3 model development was a research initiative led and funded in its entirety by Natural
Resources Canada, with minimal requirements in terms of staff time from the City of Prince George. The
City of Prince George has committed to not spend any taxpayers money on energy planning. It is not
uncommon for municipalities to rely on external sources of funding such as grants and loans to support
community energy planning initiatives. Over the years, this has prompted entrepreneurialism on the
part of City staff, who have pursued all possible grants and funding support to carry out various
initiatives. The city should be commended in its enterprising approach to securing funding for energy
and emissions planning. Sustained engagement and work over a longer period of time by city staff,
viewing outside funding opportunities or projects as a means of augmenting, not replacing local
sustained efforts, would be more effective.
At the time of writing, the community energy manager funding from BC Hydro has expired and the
position has been eliminated. The momentum gained through the various projects and planning
initiatives has slowed. While allocating municipal funding to energy and emissions action
implementation may not be palatable from a short term political perspective, modelling results suggest
that growing savings within the community is a long term opportunity that will only be realized through
‘Intensive’ implementation efforts. The CEEI 2010 inventory reports suggest that Prince George is
continuing on the BAU path. This scenario sees residents forgoing tens of millions of dollars in
cumulative cost savings in contrast to the more ambitious Downtown Infill scenario. This speaks to the
practical challenge of the high up front capital costs and long lead times required to transition energy
end-use and renewable supply in communities. While integrated community energy modelling and
mapping can identify and lend quantitative evidence, at their root, these are financial challenges that, if
they are to be overcome, must be met head on with leadership, vision, determination and creativity.

9.6

Technology Transfer

The SCEC3 model integrates a number of existing, if not readily available datasets and leverages detailed
energy simulations to enable calculations of energy, emissions and cost implications related to any
number of potential planning futures, at any scale of geography within a municipality. The integrated
community energy mapping parcel data method (ICEM-PDM) is a key cornerstone of the SCEC3 model’s
flexibility; another way in which it is adaptable is its development in both Excel Dashboard and ArcGIS
Applications. The Excel Dashboard facilitates a quick assessment of future energy scenarios accessible to
a wider group of potential users with some technical experience. The ArcGIS Application makes possible
a spatialized energy, emissions and cost profile that is grounded with realistic development potentials
and renewable energy capacities. The ArcGIS application also offers a more detailed method to calculate
the energy, emission and cost reduction potentials with any future scenario. Together the Excel
Dashboard and ArcGIS Application provide a number of options to visually represent the impacts of
future energy related initiatives.
Developments associated with the Spatial Community Energy Carbon and Cost Characterization model
have been transferred to the province of British Columbia and applied to improving the structure,
completeness and level of geography of building energy and emissions data in the Community Energy
and Emissions Inventory (CEEI) reports, via the Tract and Neighbourhood Data Modelling (TaNDM)
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project. Tax assessment data is a critical foundation dataset for community energy and emissions
modelling. Basic research into its contents and structure and development of applied techniques for its
use originally carried out during the SCEC3 model development led to key achievements in the TaNDM
project include the identification of standard building categories, development of a standard building
attribute report and a data aggregation decision tree that enables privacy thresholds to be established,
tested and met. The TaNDM project succeeded in developing measured electricity and natural gas
inventories for the building stock for two BC communities. At the completion of the TaNDM project in
March 2012, the City of Prince George has perhaps the most coherent compilation of building attribute
information, modelled housing energy information and measured utility data in North America.
The SCEC3 model and TaNDM project offer strong examples of work that can be transferred to other
provinces and jurisdictions. The information required exists in similar forms across most of Canada.
Indeed in the course of its development, the SCEC3 model has informed community energy modelling
and mapping efforts across Canada. Preliminary results have been shared with the BC Community
Energy and Emissions Modelling community of practice, leading to fruitful exchanges with practitioners
in the province, e.g., the development of Victoria’s Climate Action Navigator. Comparison and contrast
has been conducted with BC Hydro’s Policy Impact Estimator (PIE); updates to the PIE are planned
arising from work done on the SCEC3 and TaNDM. Approaches have been shared with Alberta’s C3 and
informed a pilot project in the City of Winnipeg with a focus on the Ebby-Wentworth neighbourhood.
Throughout the timeframe of the Integrated Community energy Mapping for Ontario Communities
(IEMOC) project, fruitful information exchange took place, bolstering both the IEMOC and SCEC3
modelling approaches; research and development in this area is ongoing in the province of Ontario via
the Energy Mapping for Hamilton and St. Catherine’s project, being led by Horizon Electric Utilities
Corporation, supported by the Ontario Power Authority. Presentations have also been made on the
model to community energy planners in the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and nationally
at Canadian Institute of Planners and Federation of Canadian Municipalities conferences. The
development and results of the SCEC3 model have also been shared internationally at the 2011 World
Renewable Energy Congress and with the International Energy Association’s research Annex 51 on
energy efficient communities.
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9.7

Benefits and Challenges of the ICEM Approach

While many of the results in this study might confirm what is known intuitively or from experience
concerning energy, emissions and costs in the residential sector, to truly optimize the energy
performance of communities, having the ability to conduct similar integrated quantitative analysis on an
on-going basis, would enable direction setting and refinement of policy and program choices by
municipalities and utilities. Investments and improved results in terms of energy, emissions and costs
would occur over time.
Benefits of taking an integrated community energy modelling and mapping approach include the
leveraging of existing datasets and the power of existing software programs such as Excel and ArcGIS,
HOT2000 and RETscreen. While the software programs are common, the analytical methods are new.
Although the method for local housing archetype development and scenario analysis will require further
development and demonstration, the benefit in this approach is that results pertain directly to the local
building stock. Similarly, while pursing the integrated community energy mapping parcel data method
may be complex and time consuming initially, the ability to conduct analysis to support planning
decisions at any spatial scale, and given the right data at any temporal scale, results in a flexible decision
support approach that can be called on for numbers to inform a range of policy, program and
infrastructure planning needs. The ability to generate outputs in numeric, graphic and map form,
enables meaningful communication to a range of audiences from technical experts to the general public.
The benefit of integrated modelling is also its challenge. The SCEC3 model requires the understanding,
manipulation and inter-connection of many different datasets. These tasks require an in-depth
knowledge of many types of information not commonly analysed by any one person working for a City
or a national scientific authority such as Natural Resources Canada. This approach requires the
coordinated action of many different highly qualified personnel including those personnel at the local
government level that can provide a pragmatic ‘reality check’ based on their local knowledge and
planning needs.
This challenge begs the development of common approaches, standardized routines and organized, well
described datasets. The SCEC3 model offers one view of how to approach the complexity of ICEM. The
TaNDM initiative is one solution towards standardization in terms of building types, more detailed
resolution of energy and emissions reporting and the development of locally specific empirically derived
energy intensity values for different building types.
The growing ICEM community of practice will generate demands for the most appropriate datasets and
a toolkit of options for integrated approaches specific to different requirements. The interdisciplinary
approach of this work and its novel application speak to the need for best practices to be developed.
These practices should include a further exploration in the re-purposing of existing data and the
potential to develop interoperability standards. This work to identify any changes to existing standards
and working towards a sharing protocol could potentially be assisted by GeoConnections, contributing
to the development of the Canadian Geospatial Data Infrastructure. Internationally, the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) facilitates spatial data interoperability standards development.
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9.8

Future Research

Integrated community energy and emissions modelling and mapping is an emerging area of research
both in Canada and internationally. It holds promise as a transformative technology to inform energy
and emissions decision making by communities, senior governments seeking to design and verify
programs and utilities and other corporations making infrastructure investments. To make this a reality,
additional research is required. The following questions emerge as areas for future research:
What are the range of policies and financial mechanisms to support the implementation of actions
and what modelling, simulation and outputs are required to support of them? Identifying and
experimenting with the various community use cases for integrated community energy modelling and
documenting the results of such experiments, will help inform more strategic modelling and accelerate
the implementation of policy.
How can existing datasets, originally collected and maintained for other purposes, be repurposed and
opened for energy modelling and mapping? As demonstrated by the TaNDM project, answering this
question requires established stakeholder relationships, a focus on common value and technical
solutions. Given the different regulatory structures in the various provinces and territories, the approach
may involve a different range of players and processes than the ones explored in BC.
What other sources of data such as municipal building records, real estate datasets and information
derived from crowd-sourcing can be leveraged to fill data gaps? Data gaps exist in particular around
MURBs and mixed use buildings. These buildings are key tools in building an inherently more energy
efficient urban form, meaning that their accurate characterization should be a priority.
What new energy efficiency opportunities can be discovered by using scientific and geographic
visualization techniques to explore the ecoENERGY retrofit audit records? Consistent with the federal
open data initiative, making this administrative data open and accessible to communities and their
collaborators, in a manner consistent with the Privacy Act and other applicable legislation, will
accelerate the rate at which this data can be turned into information and create new knowledge to
substantiate policy and program design.
How can socio-economic and demographic considerations be more effectively integrated into
community energy modelling and mapping approaches? Geodemographics, also referred to as market
segmentation, takes a spatial approach and holds promise for further characterization of social values
and preferences of residents. This can be informative both to the calibration of housing and building
energy simulation through specification of occupancy profiles, and in the development of
implementation strategies.
What are the opportunities for existing spatial data interoperability standards to augment community
energy modelling and mapping, particularly with regards to data access and integration of
information in real time? Open Geospatial Consortium maps have demonstrated the visualization of
modelling results in Google Earth, using the KML standard. The National Energy Renewable Laboratory is
currently demonstrating the use of these to serve real-time price information on renewable energy
technology incentives to community solar assessment maps. Utilities use real-time weather data to
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assist with load forecasting. What other existing data standards currently available that could be applied
to the emerging area of smart grid, development of electro-technical interoperability standards
How can the ICEM parcel data method be refined in particular relating to the calibration and
verification of modeled energy information with measured utility data on an individual house or
building basis? Of particular interest to utilities, this represents a possible new decision support method
for optimization, measurement and verification.
What other similar modelling approaches are under development in Canada? What are their
commonalities and differences and how can they inform the advancement of the discipline and
strategically targeting of future research funding to avoid duplication? In addition to the SCEC3 model,
numerous models have been developed in support of communities by a range of practitioners including
academics, private sector planning and engineering design consultants, non-governmental organizations
and government. Larger municipalities such as the City of Vancouver or the City of Toronto also do a
range of modelling to test the implications of policies and by-laws. While not spatial modelling ,the
econometric and engineering modelling conducted by utilities also falls within the realm of opportunity
assessment and optimization.
What opportunities does cloud computing offer to facilitate the analysis of large datasets and run
multiple permutations of integrated scenarios towards developing an approach to optimization? The
various combinations of new construction, retrofits and renewable energy technologies translate into a
multitude of scenarios and billions of permutations that can potentially use web-based housing and
building simulation software, spatial analysis and cloud computing resources.
What promising engagement practices can be further demonstrated and refined to establish
engagement best practices? The highly technical, specialized and interdisciplinary nature of this work
suggests that only a limited number of individuals may be directly involved in the development and use
of models – with many more interacting with and benefitting from their various outputs. Professions in
which capacity needs to be built to develop and use these models includes amongst planners, engineers,
architects and policy makers. Engagement is important for ensuring effective solicitation of inputs and
dissemination of modelling outputs.
How can transition or change management theory inform an approach to building understanding of
and commitment for ICEM? The “within and between nature” of the endeavour with multiple
dependencies relating to data, decision making authority, the interplay of politics and popular opinion
suggests that deploying ICEM will not be a traditional technology-to-market approach.
What are the legal implications of integrated community energy modelling and mapping approaches?
What technical solutions can be developed to enable adherence to current legislation? What legislation
poses barriers to ICEM and what amendment options can be considered?
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